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INTRooucrroN 

considerable interest has been generated in the 

Balance of Payment problems and Adjustment programmes 

designed to meet these problems in the developing countries 

in the 1970's and early 80 • s. 'rhe pre sent study - given 

the backdrop of a persistent balance of J?ayrnents problem 

in the period under cons~deration, the changing nature of 

its causes and the subsequent adjustment measures- carries 

out a case study of Tanzania. The stress, hotNever, is on 

the underlying nature of the causes of the Balance of 

Payments problem in Tanzania in the 1961-84 period. 

In the years under consideration, the payments 

position of the non-oil developing countries and particularly 

of the poorest of these countries has deteriorated sharply 

with large and persistent deficits on the current account 

becoming common place. This is not the only symptom of 

the _crisis, though, ¢!eve loping countries also experienced 

a phenomenal increase in their external debt, dwindling 

foreign exchange reserves and undesirable controls on 

imports. These reflected major balance of payment disequi

librJ,.a. 

While in some countries domestic rnisnanagement has 

aggravated the problem -- whether manifested in expansionary 

government policies or in the inability to create a strong 
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supply base - for non-oil developing countries as a group, 

in ·the past two decades, the deteriorating external 

environment has assumed importance as a major causal factor 

behind their deficits. 

Starting with higher oil and other import prices, 

sluggish demand for their exports due to 'AOrld recession, 

rise in real interest rates, protectionism and more recently 

curtailmen't. of external finance are the major extemal 

factors which formed this deteriorating extemal environ

ment. These factors are ex:>genous in the sense that they 

are beyond policy control of a typical no~oil developing 

country. 

At the same· time, domestic policy measures also 

played a significant role ,in \-.Or sening the payment situation 

in many non-oil developing countries. In many non-oil 

developing countries, the inflationary demand management 

policies combined with rigid exchange rate policies, 

restrictions on trade and paymen"t.s and inadequate supply 

side measures resulted in domestic demand pressures and 

cumulative losses in in"t.ernational competitiveness that 

also gave rise to current account and small balance of 

payments difficulties. 

By analogous reasoniny~ changes in fiscal deficit, 
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real exchange rates, sectoral policies, income policy, etc. 

- the domestic factors are within the control of the public 

authorities, and can excerbate or mitigate Balance of 

Payment aifficul ties within the domestic sphere. The 

causal factors and tran srni ssion mechanism through which 

deficits occur has been a subJec~ of controversy since 

the monetarist/ structuralists ael>ate of the 195.0 • s and 

1960's. causal factors o.t intlat.l.onary pressures are also 

included in this debate but they are not dealt with 

in detail in the present study. 

Attributing current acc.:oun t de£ ici ts to external 

and domestic factors is a diff.Lcult JOb because of the 

widely varying country circumstances. Al oo, there might 

be significant linkages bett,.€en the t\'10 {Khan and Knight, 

1983, p.823, Killick 1984, p. 30). 

In the first chapter the notion of Balance of 

Payment disequilibrium is first, defined, then indicators 

based on the notion are discussed for the third world non

oil developing couritrie s as a whole. Various external and 

internal factors which were held responsible for the 

evolution of the current account deficit in the existing 

literature are oiscussed in some detail. A lot of 

discussion centres around the appropriate policy measures. 



And a voluminous literature now exists on the choices made 

by the aeveloping countries ana subsequently the problems 

attached With each of these. As far as availability of 

external finance is concerned, faced with a chronic non

temporary deficit, a country can resort to borrowing from 

international markets or from oificial leaders such as the 

IMF. The latter, however, comes with a comprehensive 

adjustment policy package. The developing countries can 

also resort to aaJ ustment policies to rrii tigate the balance 

of payments problem. Acijustment measures vJith or without 

external finance have also evolved in this period and 

range from monetarist to structur:dl stabilization measures. 

The foLrcer is short tenn with stress on the demand side 

and the latter is mecaum and long term with stress on the 

supply side taking in~o account the structural bottlenecks. 

The policy measures recomrr.enciea by these schools are based 

on their perception of the nature and causes of the problem. 

Efforts have also been made to design suitable policies 

which take into account external shocks. The last section 

of chapter I is concerned with all this. 

Given the backdrop of third wrld Balance of Payment 

problem in the 1970 s and early 80s a case study of Tanzania 

is carried out in the remaining chapters. The central 

objective oi the country stuay is 't.O discuss the 1961-73 
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period for contra sting purposes and bac.kdro p, to summarize 

the macro-economic experience of the country since the 

early 1970's with emphasis on the interrelationship of 

external factors, balance of payment difficulties and 

domestic policy action and resi-Qnses, to see which were· 

the most important factors underlying the evolution of the 

current account deficit of the country in the 1973-84 

period, to assess the country's efforts to achieve a 

balance of payment adjustment in this period and, to 

evaluate the extent to which the country's response to 

these balance of payment difficulties frequently in the 

form of the austerity programme adopted, may be causing 

not only a temporary loss of output .but aloo a more 

permanent damage to its growth ,tJro spects. 

Tanzania is a poor country which had. limited access 

to extemal commercial finance, it is heavily dependent 

upon concessional flows, and it is on the list of the 

'least developed;~orest• or 'low income countries•. Its 

GDP per person fell by nearly 3 per cent in 1980, and it 

now faces an external financial crisis. In 1980 oil 

imports absorbed 40 per cent of total export earnings, 

drought related foodgrain imports a further 20 per cent 

and debt services another 9 per cent. By the end Of 1980 

net reserves were negative, and external payment arrears 



had reached i 286 million, half: the value of merchanci.i se 

l exports. The country ha.~ attracted internal and inter-

national concern because of poor growth :performance and 

balance of payrren't.s crisis. 

The overall economical performance and the trends 

in the Balance of Payments are discussed in detail in 

chapter II. The indicators to the Balance of Payments 

problem are outlined for the 1961-84 period. The 1961-84 

period is divided into four sub-:t.Jeriods and for each 

period the trends in current, basic and overall balance 

are discussed. Various alternative hypotheses, if any, 

are also outlined in this chapter. 'l'he dOmestic policy 

respOnses are also discussed for each sub-1-€riod. ~everal 

cross- section ~nd country stuOie s \>.-ere carr· ied out to 

ascertain the .importance of domestic and external factors 

in the 1973-84 period. An overview of the me't.hodolog.ies 

of source analysis ~ulo not be out of place here. several 

empirical analyses of recent external shocks and policy 

responses to them in 't.he developing countries, are now 

available. Their methodologies are broadly similar. All 

basically seek to decompose both external shocks and policy 

1 \«<:>rld Developte nt Report, l98L.t ,p.83. 
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responses, into their principal constituent elements. 

(Balassa, 1980; Wbrld Bank, 1981; Balassa ano Maccarthy, 

1983; Mitra, 1983, 1984; ~aya i<..l.m ana James, 1984) • 

'l'he impact of external shocks is typically 

estimated by comparing actual events with what would have 

happened in the absence of these shocks. 'l'hus the 

negative effect of the shocks ufOn the current account of 

the balance of payments, and their adverse impact reflected 

in a 'ftOr sening of the terms of trade, reduced export 

demand {volume), and higher intere~ rates, can all be 

estimated by reference to a counter factual world in which 

these blows are assumed not to have occurreci. 'l'he estimated 

deterioration in the current account (relative to the 

assumed counterfactual world) is then usually expressed· 

as· a percentage of actual GNP. 'I'his however is of course, 

a rather crude accounting procedure that gives little idea 

of the compl.eJC..ity of interrelationsh~ps within an economy. 

External factors and the fOlicy re s.i,lOn se to them is usually 

studied with reference to a short term period. Because 

the impact of external shocks is felt imrrediately upon the 

economy and the policy response must take place in the 

short run. 

Monetarist interpretation places heavy emphasis on 



monetary factors in explainin~ bdlance of Payment trends. 

King {1979) analyses Kenyan oata .tor 1967-73 based on a 

financial flows model which is a Polak type of model and 

as is well kno~, the most important policy implication 

of th~s model is that, in e~uilibrium, changes in the value 

of the foreign exchange reserves are inversely determined 

by changes in domestic credit. The model when applied to 

country data shows whether the postulated relationship is 

valid or not in a particular country. 

Postulated relationShip between domestic and external 
~ ~ curY'ent .c..ccoont 

variableAcan be tested empirically too. According to Khan 

and Knight {1983, p.820) a number of studies, including 

Reichmann {1978), Dell (1980), Dell and Lawrence (1980), 

Killick {1981) have drawn conclusions from the • stylised 

facts' of developing countries• experience during the past 

decade but have not subjected the available data to 

standard empirical tests. The influences of external and 

domestic factors on the evolution o i the current accounts of 

non-oil developing countries during the 1970's and early 

1980 s can .be tested empirically. For Khan ana i\.night the 

continuing controversy on the role of external and internal 

factors stems, to a large extent, from the lack of formal 

statistical testing of the basic relationship involved. 

The analysis of the external and internal causes in 

Tanzania utilizes two of the above mentioned methodologies. 
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In chapter ill an attempt is made first to decompose the 

current account deficit into its principals explanatory 

variables with the help of a decomposition model. Later 

the sign~ficanee of someprincipal underlying factors is 

estimated with the h.elp of a simple regression model. 

Chapter rv reports the summary of the main 

findings and some policy implications stemining from it• 



~ CE UF PAil·iu'oll',;:, Pt<.UbLEN .IN 
DEVELOPU~G ~OUNTRIE~~l973-84 

The present chapter is divided into four sections. 

In section I the notion o£ .balance or Payment disequilibrium 

is defined. t)ection Il exctmines the indicators of the 

Balance of Payment problems in developing countries in the 

1913-84 decade. section III outlines the sources of Balance 

of Payment problems ana section IV discusses the policy 

options a. vaila.ble :before countries facing Balance of Payment 

problems. 

I 

Here Balance of Payment aise'iuilibrium is the main 

consideration and. of overriding importance. .:;o the notion 

of .sala.nce o.t Payment. ciise~Uilibrium is tirst defined. 'l'his 

will help in locating the ind~cators of the BOP problems. 

Overall the Balance of Payment always balances, as a 

matter of double entry book keepiny the c~mplete Balance of 

Payment account sums to zero. Payments problems are tie .refore 

compositional in nature and deficits refer to s\,lb-totals. 

The three.most commonly used sub-totals are the 

Balance on current account (visible trade in goods and services, 
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non-~overnmental transfer payments), the basic balance {the 

current account,plus ,official transfer, plus long term capital 

movements.,~ and the overall balance (which include short term 

capital movements . .,.:-. errors and omissions and is that 

balance which must be matched by a corresponding change in 

official foreign exchange reserves). 1 All three sub-totals 

yiel<i important information regarding the Balance of Payment 

- depending on country circumstances. 

A current account deficit is tne most commonly used 

indicator of Balance o£ .a?aymen~ problems. l.'t1e elasticities 

and the absorption a;proaches for example, focus on the 

current (trade) account. In these approaches balance of 

Payment problem is taken to be synonymous with a current 

account deficit, but ·this t·~ - a very narrow and potentially 

misleading indicator. 

·rhe def.ici t may be tempora .cy, it may be off set by 

capital inflows and therefore may not be much of a problem. 

It is a problem when it has to be finan:ed by depletin~ 

reserves or when borrowing capacity is limited (i.e. when 

1 Killick, Tony (ed.), l'he i.euest for Economic Stabili
zation, IMF and the Third World, (Heinmann Educational 
Books, London, 1984), p.16. 



capital inflows are W1reliaole ana when repaymants hdve to be 

earned lat.e.r on) • 

On the contrary absence of a current account deficit 

also does not imply that Balance o:t Payment is robust. This 

happens when current account balance may only be maintained 

by pursuing domestic policies, which reduce the domestic 

demand (this has adverse consequences on economic welfare), 

or by imposing import controls,which have adverse impact on 

economic development. 

Thus it can be concluded on the basis of the above 
~. 

discussion that current account aeiicit as an indicator, i~ 

narrow ana not su:tficient. Other sub-totals have to be seen 

oofore declaring the SlOP as W1viable 1 simply on the basis ofQ 

- persistent cur rent account aefici t. 

The other commonly used .:;)UD-total s are • .basic • .;1na 

•overall' .ba.lance.,a.s ;:;;aid earlier. ·l'ne .oa~ic oa.l,ance on 

current ana long term C<;ipita.l account whJ.cn relate to long 

run equilibrium has been aef.ined as follows~ 2 

11 Basic Balanc~ is achieved when a COW1try is earning 

sufficient foreign exchanye to do what it wants to do on 

2 ORD, H.w. and Livingstone, l.{ed.), 11 Economies of 
Eastern Africa••, Heinrnann Educational Books, lNC,l98o 
p.433. 
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current and long-term capital account, wi. thout rey_uiring 

accomodation through short-term borrowing or running doWl 

exchange reserves or re'-iuir~ng reo:>urse to undesirable 

economic policies sucn as de.x:lating domestic demana or 

restrictions on trade and capital movements inconsistent with 

the country's international obligations.H 

Further, if the .basic balance can only be improved 

by recourse to such measures, then the Balance of Payment 

can be said to be in di sequilibriurn. By paying attention to 
-t2:> 

the Basic balance rather thanAthe current account, recognition 

is given to a country's foreign exchange budget rather than 

.the-~ current incorre transactions. 

Of course in the very long run1eyuilibriurn may be 

defined more narrowly as a zero current balance/ if a 

country cannot indefinitely borrow long term capital without 

repayne nt J s::> that at some stage a current account surplus 

will be needed. But since develpping countrie::; have oeen 

to rrowing long term capital from countries enjoying current 

account surpluses.,..wh~cn ameliorates their current account 

difficultie s,.-the zero basic balance is a useful indicator 

and a negative basic balance shows the degree of disequili

brium to be accomo<iatea by snort term bor.r-o wing& or use of 
foreign exchange reserves. 

The basic balance is not however, always a good guide 
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to the health of a coWltry• s ba.ldnce of payments. It is 

often difficult to distinguish clearly betv.een autonomous 

ano accornodating transact.i.ons amcnS1 Cd.fl~tal movements. 3 

J'ohnson4 also fX)ints out that 11 it is necessary to distinguish 

betv.een 'Autonomous• and 'Accomoaating' transactions 

those which are the result of the free and voluntary choices 

of individual transactions, witf•in ·whatever· restrictions 

are imposed by economic variable:=. or policy on their 

behaviour and 1 induced' or accornodating international 

tran~ctions - those which are underto.ken by the foreign 

exchange authorities to reconcile the free choices of the 

individual transactions." It is when the authorities have 

to resort to the latter that di ~e~uilibriurn occurs. 

'l'he • overall Odlance • td.K.e s into account the short-

term .borrowing which is usualli d.ccomoa.ating in natur:e. 

'l'herefore too ovei:all balance serves a~ a usetul indicator 

of the problem. .l:v!any countri.e:;, mea sure a balance o£ l,>ayment 

CU. sey_uilibr ~urn by -c.he s~ze of -c.ne movement in the ~xchange 

reserves. 'l'his indicates too ac.;comociating .tinance re~uired 

to match the overall balance of payments in all other 

current ana. capital transactions. 

3 I»id. 
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For develoving countrie::; like those in Ea~tern Aiz:ica 

the basic balance of current transactions and long term 

capital movements will normally inC1~cd.te directly, the extent 

to which the country is usiny its r.:o.t.eign exchange reserves, 

since short-term capital movement~ out~<ie the <.;entr~il &.nk 

or other monetary institutions wil.i. notre very important. 5 

From the above discus::iion ·.,.·e Cdn conclude that 

Balance of Payment disequilibrium is retlectea in persistent 

current account deficit, accomoaating finance need, undesirable 

controls on trade and payments and dwindling foreign exchange 

reserves position. Of late,Killick and ~ennifer Sharply 

give Balance of Payment a comprehensive definition6 (move-

ment away from it is disequilibrium) • 

'Balance of Payments disequilibrium exists when in 

a normal year, the basic balance (or that balance chosen 

alrno st awropriate for the country in question) approximates 

zero in conditionswhere there are no major unwanted 

restrictions on trade and payment::;, external debt and debt 

servicing are not regaraed a::; too lei rye, forei yn exchange 

reserves are re~arded as aae~uate ana the equ~librium does ________ , 
5 Ord, H. w. and Living stone, I, b. 2. 

6 Killick Tony (ed.), b;l., 
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depend on the maintenance Olf un~antedly deflationary 

domestic policies! 

·.rhe aoove Oi scussi.on or: oaLmce of Payment sub-totals 

ana definitions w~ll help in ... oc...it~ny ~uitable indicators 

to the problems of Balance ot .t'dyment1 worsening e S.i:Jecially 

in the 1973-84 perioa. 

Before the indicators are examined it would be 

useful to distinguish between a temporary disequilibrium, 

which should normally be f i nnnced by the accumulation or 

decumulation of reserves and what the HtF calls fundamental 

disequilibrium- a persistent tendency to experience 

unwanted payments deficits which cannot be financed 

indefini te1y ancl thus cull for more fundamental corrective 

measures. 



II 

Indicators of the balance of Payments 
Problem~£ neveloping_gountries {1973-84} 

The previous section discu~sed in what sense a 

country can have a ~lance ot Payment proolem ana also what 

indicators will revecil .bala.nce o.c Pd.yment. problems. ln the 

present section those very indicators will be examinee. For 

developing ,countries the evidence exists both for temporary 

ana pers~stent Oise'iuilibr.ia. (Dell and Lawrence,1980,Killick, 
1984). 

Tempora.ty di se~uil.i.b.t·ia woula impose welfare costs 

in a number of ways. In countries most vulnerable to sudden 

ciisturbances,the exf().r:t earnings are unstable, the fluctuating 

reserves destabilize money supply ana sudden measures to 

cope up with payments crls£s may lead to uncertainties and 

ri.skiness. However it is the trend of };:Srsistent deficits 

Lr &. which .i.s ur c'Y\'\0~€ concern herel>and we turn to,;(ev~dence on this. 

It is well known that less oavelo~d countries (LDC's) 
. 

other than major oil exporters, have persistently recorded 

current account deficits ana theit these increa~d gredtly 

(.in absolute terms ana in terms of deficit to import rat.io) 

after the oil price .i.ncreat.es in 1973 ana 1979. (Tcible1•1) 
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Table 1.1 

S Ul-".!MARY 0 F PAYHENTS BALANCES ON CURRENT ACCOUNT J 1913-1981 (US $- bn.) 

1973 1974 1915 1976 1977 1978 1919 1980 1981 ----
Industrial countries (17.7) 13.9 ( 17. 9) 2.6 5. 7 (29. 8) 10.2 44.8 3.7 

Major oil exporters ( 6.7) (68. 3) (35.4) (40.3) ( 30 .8) ( 2 .9) ( 6 9 • 8) ( 115. 0) (70.8) 

All non-oil developing 
countries 11.6 37.0 46.5 32.0 28.3 39.2 58.9 86.2 99.0 

of which a 

(a) net oil exporters 2.6 5.1 9.9 7.7 6.5 7.9 8.5 11.0 20.6 

(b) net oil importers 9.0 31.9 36.6 24.3 22.8 30.6 48.8 72.7 80.5 

of which; 

major exporters of 
manufactures 3.7 19.1 19.6 12.2 7.9 9.9 21.5 32.4 3~,0 

low income countries 4.0 7.5 7.5 4.1 3.6 7.5 10.0 14.5 14.3 

other net oil 
•1k) importers 1.3 5.2 9.5 7.9 13.2 17.4 25.8 30.2 

-------- ---- --
Source : Killick, 1984j Table 2.2/ p.21. 
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In many of the studi.es which analyse the Balance of 

Payment trends of 1973-74 period, (Killick, 1984; Dell and 

Lawrence,_ 1980; Helleiner, 1986) this bas been highlighted 
' 

by looking at the deficits of country groupings - industrial 

countries, oil exporters, non-oil developing countries. 

This reflected imbalances between the country 

grouping i.e. oil exporters enjoyed surplus, industrial 

countries experienced decline in surplus and unprecedented 

increase in deficits was experienced by the developing 

countries. (Table 1.2). 

' The current account position is not a sufficient 

indicator ot the state of develop!~ country Balance of Payment. 

In the two deft ni ti.ons mEntioned in the previous section, 

Balance of Payment equilibrium was defined as conditional 

upon the absence of unwanted control on imports and capital 

transactiorB. This kind of control can sometimes affect 

developmental activity~f imports .of capital goods, machinery) 

which are essential for· the process of development. Dell and 

Lawrence· (1980) undertook a detailed study of the ways in 

which 13 LDCs adjusted to Ule oil crisis of 1974-75 and 

toui:KJ that 8, of these bad tfeen forced into policies which 

compressed developmental imports below the quantfty norlllally 

req~ired at current levels of activity. Usually the low 

income LDCs were the most affected. 
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CURRENT ACCOUNT BAL/\N CE AND .I:l' S F lNANC JN G 
1970-83 (billions of current dollars) 

Developing countries 
Net exports of goods and non-
factor services - 9.8 -55.2 -80.5 

Net factor income - 3.6 -16.4-30.0 

Interest payments on medium 
and long telln loans - 2.7 -32.7 -41.2 

current account (excluaes 
oft ic ial transfers) 12.7 6 9 .6 107.8 

Financing 
O.Cficial transfers 

Medium and long term loans · 
Official 
Private 

Oil .i.11.t;X>rters 
Net exports of goods and non
factor services 
Net factor income 

3.7 
4.6 

- 8.9 
- 1.5 

21.5 
35.7 

21.2 
49.6 

-69.3 -70.5 
- 4.3 -14.4 

87.1 

43.2 

48.4 

97.6 

10.8 

-46.9 
-21.8 

10.9 

48.1 

49.0 

86.2 

17.6 
39.9 

-26.0 
-23.0 

Interest payments on medium 
and long-term loans - 2.0 -21.3 -26.7 -31.7 -32.3 
current account(excludes 
official transfers) - 9.8 -70.3 -81.8 -65.6 -46.1 

Financing 
Offici a 1 transfers 
Medium and long term loans 
Official 
Private 

Oil Exporters 
Net exports of goods and non
factor services 
NeL factor income 
lntere st payments on medium 
ana long term loans 
~urrent account (excludes 
ofiicial transfers) 
.ii'inancing a Oificial transters 
Medium and long term loans 
Official 
Private 

1.8 

2.9 
3.7 

- 0.9 
- 2.1 

- 0.7 

- 2. 9 
0.6 

0.8 
0.9 

9.6 9.4 

16.9 16.5 
24.6 30.8 

14.2 -10.0 
-1 ;c.. 1 - 1:J .6 

-1 .... 5 -14.5 

l. 7 -26.1 
2.2 2.3 

4.6 4.7 
11.1 18.8 

·----------·-------·---
source 1 Hellinier, G.K., 1986, p.879. 

9.0 

15.9 
22.C 

-10.1 
-21.4 

-16.7 

5.5 
11.6 

8.9 

13.9 
11.1 

15.1 
-25.8 

-16.7 

-10.0 
2.2 

3.6 
28.9 

---·---



As far as foreign exchange reserves are concerned, 

,-::~' , increased during the 197U s, blJt did not keep 

pace with the rising import bill. Bet~en 1973-81 the 

reserves ratio for all NODe's was halved from 32% of 

imports of goods an<i services in 1973 to 17% in 1981, 

and reserves ratio of low income oil importing LDCs 

fell from 24% to 19% over this per iod 1 even though _ 

greater instability of their trade creates a case fo~{ 
7 ~~~ • 

.l~Y~ cushion of reserves. \~(~:;, 

The 1973-84 period also saw a rise in the level 

of external indebtness of non-oil developing countries. 

Financing of current account deLicit of the maynitude 

mentioned above was mostly done by borrowing. 

('rable 1. 3) • 

What was more significant was that_ytl'lere was a 

rise in the indebtness to private financial institutions 

in 1973-81 f:Sriod. l'his creditor composition coupled with 
~ 

rising real rates of interest,led toA increase in debt 

servicing burden of developing countries (Table 1. ) 

-------------------
7 Killick, Tony (ed.) , The uue st for Economic 

stabilization, IMF and the .L'hird world, Hein 
mann Educati~na1 Books, London, 1984, pp.22-23. 
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Ex"TERNAL DEBT AND DEBI' SERVICING OF NON-OIL LDCs, 
1977 ana. 1981 

--------·--~-All non-oil LDCs Major exporters of 
manufaccure s-non oil 

------------------- LDCs 

Low income-non
oil LDCs 

197 3 1981 ----------------------- ):973______ 1981 ·--...::12_7_3 ______ 1_98_1 -

1. Total external debt 
($ l:m and 'Yo) 96.8(100/'o) 436,.9(1001.,) 38.3(100%) 169.1(100/~) 21.6(100%) 79.7(100/J 

of which s 
(a)Official crediton~ 48.3{49.9) 175.2(40.17q)10.7(27.91J 36.5(21.6) 19.2(88.9) 66.1(82 • 9 ) 

(b)Private financ~al 
c re di. tors 3 4 • 6 ( 3 5 • 7 %) 2 2 4 • 6 ( 51 • 4/J 2 0 • 6 (53 • 8) 112 • 5 ( 6 6 • 5 %) 1 • 2 ( 5 • 5 ~ 9 • 7 ( 12 • 2 rJ 

(c) Other pri va te 
creditors 13.9(14.4'YJ 37.1(8.5?-q) 7.0(18.37'..) 20.1(11.9%) 1.2(5.6%) 4.0(5.01~) 

• 
2. oebt servicing ($ bQ) 15.3 

of which: 
(a) amortisation 10.7 
(b) interest 4.6 

3. Ratios to exports 
(a) Total debt 88.7 
(b) Total debt 

servicing 14.0 
(c) Interest payments 4. 2 

54.8 
37.5 

103.2 

21.0 
8.5 

----------------·-----------

7.8 

5.3 
2.5 

73ol 

14.8 
4.7 

40.0 

23.2 
17.2 

79.5 

18.8 
8.1 

1.4 

0.9 
0.5 

189.9 

12.6 
4.5 

220.3 

_________________ ,;..._ __ _ 
source: Killick, (ed.}, 1984, p.26. 
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In t:.he fer:iod after 1981 there were massive 

arrears on external payments.necessitating in some 

cases partial or total suspension of debt-servicing 

and ad-hoc of r:ic ial and private re sc:heduling arrange

ment S• The former net inflow of resources from the 

industrial to the developing countries has now been 

reversed, as interest payments on accumulated external 

debt exceeds net new inflow of foreign capital. Ta.ble 

(1.2) shows sharp contraction in flows of private capital 

to tre oil-importing developing countries from 1981 

onwards, the modest decline in official finance during 

the same period and increase in interest payments on 

debts. 

'rhe indicators mentioned aoove suggest that the 

Less ~velopea Countries especially non-oil developing 

countries suffered trom increasing payments cri::;fs in 

the 1970s ana early 80s. In this period the NoDes 

saw,deteriorating external environment. It is hov.ever 

misleading to attribute all o.r: the external imbalances 

within the country grouping to global influences. The 

developing countries themselves are also responsible 

for their balance of payments difficulties. The 

-------



experience too, varies from country to country. c ... amiliarity 

and uncierstanding of 1;.he tran~ ss~on mechanism of these 

external and internal causes is necessary to an:ilyse the 

Balance of Payrnen1;. proolems and to design bec~er policy 

measures. In the next section w; move on to the analysis 

of sources of :BO:P proolems of LDC' s <especially non .. oil 

LDC~ based oq the existing literature. 

III 

SOURCE~ uF BA.l.,i-WCE OF P."'il"lENT PROBLEt-1S 
IN 'l'HE NODC'S IN 1973-74 PERIOD 

The pre~ious section examined the magnitude of the 

Balance of Payments problem. It gave an idea of the impact 

of adverse external environment on the Balance Of Payment 

of NODC's• aiit this needs further ~rutiny as it forms 
·:r 

the central tbeme of this work. 

. ·A plethora of v.ork exists which demons crates the 

various exterl),a 1 and dome sti.c causes of the dise~...iuilibr ium 

in developing;·countries and the mechanism by which external 

and internal d.istur.bances are transmitteci to the economy. 

It is clear that once appropriate aiagno sis has neen 

conducted, and the policy measures adopted in tune with 

the causes, it will lead to faster adjustment in the 

ravaged economies while policies unrelated to fundamental 
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causes of payments disequilibrium may improve the Balance 

of Payment, there is a strong presumption that the 

policies dealilJg directly with the root causes of the 

problem will achieve similar results at a smaller cost 

in terms of growth ana developrn~nt. ~,or instance domestic 

demand deflation will almost certainly reduce the aemand 

for imports, but it will tend to increase unemployment. n 

the other hand if such policies are adapted which will 

increase the competitiveness of trad.eables may induce a 

similar irnprovemen t by encouraging export gro v1th rather 

than relying so heavily on import contraction •8 we can 

now cii s:::uss the various external ana domestic factors. 

JP-mestic Fac~ 

Domestic or endogenous factors are those which 

national authorities can control1 for example fi s:::al 
o.nc4 

ckfid.ts, A -money supply. Among the ciornestic factors, 
demand 

those generatingLpL·essures are -said to nave been important 

in affecting the current account position of NULC's. It 

is argued ofte'nthat the excess oomescic aemano s,enerally 

-------------------
8 Graham Bird, 11 i::kilance of Payment Policy", in Killick, 

ed., "~uest .£or Economic Stabilization", heinmann 
Educational Book6, ionaon, l9b4, p.92. 
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manifests itself in w:> rsening of the Balance o£ Pa.yment 

and a rise in the domestic inflation rate. 

Fiscal ~~Q£.2 

While the causes o£ excess demand can oe many~;. it 

is argued here that in .L\lUl.iC' s tne rise in aggregate demand 

can often be tracea oack to expans~onary government 

policies that result. in fiscdl deficits. 'l'here exists a 

positive relat.ionship oet~en fiscal deficit ano. current 

account de.tici ts. '..L'his is revealed within t.he iramework 

of ~ational lncome ~cient.~ty 

{ G-·X) + (I-S) = (M-X) 

(Symbols stand for their usual meanings} 

·rnis identity ior the public, private and trade sectors 

focuses on the relationship between government deficits, 

inflation and the balance of payments. The in£ luence of 

budget deficit on inflation and the Balance of payment 

can be explained in the following manner. Increased 

government s.1,2nding will lead to inc rea. se in expenditure 

and rise in nominal GDP, and as incorre s expand so will 

demand for imports. A part of government e)(f)enaiture:s 

will g::J direct.ly to imports. ~irnilarly if personal taxes 
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or excise taxes are reduced, consumers 'w'ill spend more, 

partly on imported items. Larger budget deficits are 

likely to strengthen domestic demand pressures which may 

also divert production from exports to the home market. 

DOmestic absorption of exportables will also rise. 

(conversely the Balance of ?ayment and inflation can affect 

the size of tne budget <ieiicit). 

·:rhe New cambriage app.coach points out that the 

private sector surplus or de.ticit (1-;:;)) is bruall ana 

stable and there~ore any increase (decrease) in the govern

ment deticit (G-'£) will result in an increase (aecrease) 

in the traae aefici t. 'l'he reason oehina expansionary 

fiscal policies is often an inade4uat.e tax base a;;; many 

LDC' s are too poor and too politically volatile for a 

high tax burden to be possible; even if an ade~uate tax 

base ~s available, the aaministration may oe unable to 

take advantage of it. So the 9ovemrnents in LDC's may 

feel they have little choice but to run persistent 

deficits if they are to maintain welfare services, and 

continue with public inve5tment re~arded as necessary 

for development. · 

·I'here is a growin~ literature w:nich offers politico

economic explanations oi cne ~r 5i stence of ai;;;e'-:!uili.i:::ria. 

In these exJ:. .. lanations attempt is rnaoe to enLJ.uire further 
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into the politicdl impulse::> be!1ino the buaget cieficit and 

into the options "t.ho.t will realist:.ically o_i:.>en to the 

government. As political consioerationsmake it ciifficult 

for the authorities to undertake un,J;X:>pular measures such 

as reciucing the government wage bill, cutting back on 

social services or aboli~hing subsidies on food, export 

sectors, etc., not surprisingly, LDC' s tend to have large 

government deficits. '£he fiscal fX)Sition of N()i__,~._;•s as a 

propoz:·tion of GDP wor. sened £rorn 2% in 197 3 to 3'~ in 

1973-76 ano later 3~%' in 1979-81. l'ne steady rise in the 

fiscal deficit was evidently asrociated with the v.orsening 

current acc,'Ount ,J;X:>sition of Nunc• s. (Khan ana Knight,l983). 

Fur-tnermore,in tne .~,._.(n . ..~~· s the £iscd.l aerl..cit is 

generally matchea oy a curres~onainy rise l..n _aomestic 

liquidity, which then expands ~rivate nominal demand and 

reinforces the neyative impact on current account. In 

the NODC 1 s the absence o£ a well-develo_fed domestic 

capital market precludes the sale of substantial amount 

of public debt to the non-bank sector, so that the 

government has to rely on bor roviings from the banking 

system or increasing its foreign aebt to meet its financing 

requirements. (Khan ana ~ight, 1983). As a result of 

such methods of financing, the fiscal deficit will lead 



directly to increa~e the monetar.t base ana alw create 

inflationary pressure. Inflation was endemic in most 

NODC's during the 1973-84 peL·iod; 'l'he link :betv~en fiscal 
been 

and monetary expansion tiavin!{spelt out; what remains to be 

seen is the transmission mechanisn through which expansion 

in domestic liquidity aftects Balance of Payments. 

~onetary !S££~ 

J 
The monetary approach to Balance of Payment explains 

it exclusively in terms of ciomestic monetary dise'-:luilibrium. 

'I' he aboorption approach runs, in reo.l terms but ttJe monetary 

approach views monetary ai:>..t,:.ects as the essence of the matter. 

Monetary approach assumes .r:ixea exchange .cates ana a 

linearly homogenous relation uetween nominal. demana for 

money ana nominal income. .i't1e nOmina 1 supply or: money is 

the proauc t of tile money mu.L t.i. pl ie r ana tne monetary .oa ~e, 

with the latter compr: isi.n<.::J a aomestic comp:ment)consi sting 

of domestic creciit created ny tne monetary autho~i ties and~ 

an international comt-Qnent consisting oi the domestic 

holdings of international reserves. Given a tendency towdrds 

equilibrium in the monetary sector of the economy, and -.--.------
9 

Anap ted from 
Graham Bird in Killick {ed.), Cuest for Economic 
.':;)tabiliza tion, n .1 p. 9!). 
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as~uming a constant money multi.~;Jl.ier, it .tollows that. 

changes in rese.rves {taken a;;; tne mea;;;ur-e of the state of 

the bdlance of Paymen"t".) str~ct:ly rer:lect any imbalance 

between the change in ~he <):>me stic aemand. and supply of 

money. Excess demand for money will be met by a net 

inflow of reserves, i.e. a Balance o£ Payment surplus, 

while excess creation of domestic credit will be reflected 

in a payments deficit. It is the change in reserves which~ 

in the long run restores monetary equilibrium, once 

stock equilibrium is restored, the .t low o£ the reserves 

will cease. 

A gre.;1 t deal of research on the monetary approach 

to the Balance of f'aiment ha:;; also emanated from the L'iF' 5 

Research Lepartment and has been cond.uct:ea in the context 

of developing countries. Prominent among them is tr1e 

10 
Polak model. The moael can oe emi:->tr-ically tested, ana 

when applied to country data snows whether the changes in 

the value of the foreign exchange reserves are inver::.ely 

determined by changes in domestic credit or not. (King 

1979, Killick, 1984). The implications of the above 

analysis for .POlicy measures, the lMF's adherence to it, 

10 Polak J .J., .. Monetary Analysis of Income Format ion 
and Payments Problems", llH' ..Jtaf£ Papers, Novem.ter 
1957. 
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dno the controversy s;eneLat:.ed by th~s are discussed in the 

last:. section. 

Another domestic factor that:. is closely associated 

with such fiscal aeficit:;., ano vJr1ich operates through the 

rise in domestic lll.tldtion is an appreciation of the real 

effective exchange rate. It has been argued that there 

was a tendency for nominal exchange rate changes in many 

oeveloping countries to be less,than would have been 

needed to off set t:.he excess of domestic inflation rates 

over inflation in the rest of the worlci in general to 

lag behind changes in the domestic price level, resulting 

in appreciation in tne redl ei:Lective exchange rate. 

(Khan ana Knight, 1983). 'l'his tenoency WJUlc. imply ·the 

existence of a positive relationshi~ oetween domestic 

demanO. pressures, infldt"ion, ano r:·eal er:fective exchange 

rates. {n.gnelv·i, 1982; Knan ano Kn~gnt:., 1982). ·rhis is not 

always true ~-'--t. external factors ::>Uch as terms of trdde 

may also exert an influence on the real exchange rates. 

For example a wor senl.ng o.r terms of traae owing to an 

l.ncrease in irn.f:X)rt vrices v.oula raise t.ne domestic price 

level which in turn woulo lead to appreciation in current 

exchange rates,i£ no corrective ijleasures are taken. 
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·.rhe .ceal exchdnge .Cdte is dn inuex o.t .celdtive 

domestic and w-orld ::Jr. ices expre s<;ed. in terms of a comm::m 

currency, that is, the inoex ot the nul•t.oer ot units of 

oome~tic currency f,Jer un~t of £or:ei9n currency multiplied 

by the ratio of a aomestic price inoex to a foreign ~rice 

index. Thus, when the real exch3nge rate is rising over 

time, it is saio to appreciate, ana y.,r1en it is falling it 

. . - ' . 11 
~s sa~a to oeprec~ace. 

An increase in the real e££ecti ve exchani:Je rate is 

clearly a fundamental determinant o£ the deterioration 

in a country's cu.r:rent account, since other things tx=>lng 

e4ual,it tends to raise the aemand tor imports and to 

reduce foreign cieiildnd ·for exports. ·1'i1is happens .oecduse 

~t not only makes imfX)rts artificiallt cheaper for 

consumers and extJ<)rts relatively deaL-er for ,t).Cooucers 

but also reauce~ the external com,t;etit.iveness of a 

country and theL·e by causes losses of uome stic proauc t ion 

ana em:tJloyment. 0n the basi~ o£ these effects, it seems 

legitirna't.e to view movements in the r·eal efiect.ive excha.nge 

rates along with fiscal and monetary tactors as useiul 

summary indicators of the ciomestic faccors that typically 

11 ~rld .uevelo.i_.Amnt .Keport, 1987, p.lOl. 



v.-ould be expected to influence the cur r·ent account. we 

close the discussion on domestic tactors wich a brief 

di.sci~.p:tLon of structural factors. 

:;;tructural Factor.~ 

;:rhe struccural factors were highlightea specially 

. ' ' . ,~ -
in the context of .Lat~n rlrrler~cdn econom~es. some ot the 

structural features shar·ed by developing countries 

typically are~ heavy reliance on J:)rirnary product exp:Jrts 

tor foreign exchanye ana fiscal revenues; weak domestic 

financial structures; large urban populations employed in 

export - related commerce and service activities; land 

tenure sy sterns that inhibited £!;ill e xplo ita t ion o i the 

land's pOtential, income inequality, small industrial 

base etc • (Apart from these,all economies have features 

.i:J8CUl~ar to thernsel ve s) • 

With this kina oi: stmccure, if •:Jrowtn or export 

ea.rnings is low,ctue to sluggisn ana fluctuating derndnd, 

plus there is an increasing oem.:J.na .tor imflQ rted inputs 

(In count.L·ies where ijTI,.?'.)rt suns-citution policies are 

carried out), balance o.t J:)dyrre nt iJ:r·oblems will surfacG. 
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To sum up, historical c~evelopments in many developing 

economies bad resulted in structurPs of production and 

trade and institutional features that inhibited smooth 

alterations in supply, in response to the chan~ es in aggregnte 

ctPmano, leading to inflationary and payments pressure. 

External Factors 

In contrast to the internal factors, ext~rnal factors 

emerge from the external environment that the country faces 

and are beyond the control of g,overnruent policies. In the 

years under consideration, the developinr. countries have been 

buffeted by a series of •external shocks' - oil price increases, 

global price inflation, recession, high real interest rates 

anct exchange rate instabilities, protectionism and' more 

r'~cently, the interruption of supplies of external finance. 

Due to these developments the international economic environ

ment since 1973 has been highly volatile and uncertain. 

'rhe behaviour of external variables anc1 their adverse 

iwpact can be judged from the folloldng two tables. For 

the 1972-76 perioc, the data in Dell anct Lawrence (1980, p.ll) 

throws further light on thP relative importance of external 

and domestic factors and, in addition, perlllit a clearer 

differentiation of tb e pre and post-oil shock periods. 
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'rahle 1.1j 

PRINCIPAL CAUSAL PACI'ORS IN Y F.AR TO YEAR 
DETEHIORA I'I ONS IN 'rHC TRADE ACCOUNTS OF a 
NON-OIL LDC 's, 1972-76 (PERCENrAGE OF ·r01'AL) 

Primary causal Factor 

Increasp in ililport 
quantities 

Increase in import 
vri ces 

Decrease in export 
quantities 

Decrease in export 
prices 

b 
'l'o tal 

1962-72 

41 

35 

17 

100 

197:3-'iG 

15 

30 

31 

100 

Source Dell and Lawrence 1980, Table 1.6, page 1. 

Notes a; Their figures hnv"' been Y!"workerl to exc Jude 
those observntions for which no primary cnuse 
was identified. 

b; subject to rounflinp errors. 

(Act a p t P. rl f rom J(i 1 ] .i c 1~1 1984' jJ • 3 3 ) . 
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SOURCSS OF DETBUIORATION IN THE CUHREN'r 
ACCOUNT OF NON-OIL DEVP.LOPING COUNTRIES, 

1979-82 (~illion of ~ollars) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 Cumulative 
1979-82 

Actual Trade balance -36.6 -51.3 -74.3 -79.6 -52.2 

Adjusted trade hal an ce* -46.3 -57.3 -47.8 8.8 

Oil effect** 5.0 17.0 18.6 14.8 55.4 

World recession effect@ 13.2 46.2 59.4 

Export volume & 23.2 23.2 

Terms of trade&& 13.2 21.3 34.5 

I nt eres t payments on 
debt service (gross) -19.4 -28.0 -40.4 -55.1 -59.2 

Interest rate effect 
(gross ) 0 - 1.1 0.5 11.4 23 .o 33.8 

Interest rate effect 
(net) 00 - 0.5 0.2 6.5 14.0 20.2 

Actual current account -41.3 -61.0 -89.0 -107 .7 -86.6 

Adjusted current 
account 000 -41.3 -56.5 -71.8 -69.4 -11.8 

Source : Fishlow (1984), p.36. 

* Adjusted trade balance; Actual trade balance minus sum of oil 
and recession effects. 

** Oil effect: Actual cost of net imports of oil (using oil 
import price of industrialized countries) minus estimated 
cost using oil price that varies aftAr 1978 with export 
prices of oil-importing countries. 

@ World recession effect: Composite terms of trade and volume 
effects ((]oes not add because of interaction). 

& Export volume; Non-oil export value times cumulative neg a~ ve 
percentage deviation between actual export volume of oil
importing countries and volume predicted by ;.L27'~ industrialized 
country growth in 1980-82. 

&& 'rerms of trade: Cu'11ulative nq!:ative percentage deviation 
between actual non-oil terms of trade (export price of non-oil 

contr:~ •.• n/puge 



1rable 1.5 continues •..• 

0 

& 
00 

000 

oil-importing countries; im{Jort prict~s of oil-
~xporting countries in 1973-74, 1979-80~ non-oil countrie, 
1n other years) and terms of trade predicted by 
3.2% OECD growth and declaration of industrialized
country inflation at 1 pf"rcentagP point per yeF~r 
begin n i ng in l 9 7 9 • 

Interest rate effect : Based on ~iiference between 
the 1975-78 average real inter8st rate and actual 
real rates. For short-term interest i.Jayruents, the 
US prime rate was used. Interest on long-term and 
medium-term loans was calculated by using the real 
US prime rate with a weight of t/3 and the OECD 
long-term fixer~ interPst rate with a weight of 2/3, 
corresponding to portfolio weights reported in OECD. 
External Debt of Developin~. Countries (Paris, 1982). 
Rates were applied to average annual debt, obtained 
by using average of year-encl debts. :':et interest effect 
includes the offsetting earninfs from short-term 
assets. 'l'his method approximates \Yell the actual 
gross and net interest payments revorted in IMF, 
World Economic Outlook (Viasllington, D.C., 1983). 

Adjusted current account : Actual current account 
minus sum of oil ef:fect, recession effect, and 
net interest effect. 

(Adapted from Helleiner, 1986, p.885) 
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'rbe lOOst striking thing about the data presented 

in the above table is the great divergence between the 

two periods, The record for 1962-72 draws attention to 

the important i nfluenoe of domestic factors. (Export and 

import volurues can be treated as endogeneous variables). 

For 1973-76, increases in import prices and decreases in 

ex port prices between them assume significance. For 

the 1979-82 period, the figures calculated in one recent 

attempt to estimate the absolute impact of the major 

components of external shocks in the aggregate of all 

non-oil developing countries over the 1979-82 period 

are given in Table 1 .2. It demonstrates the changing 

relative importance of the 'oil effect•, terms of trade 

de.terioration and export volume decline under the 

heading of 'world recession effect', and interest rate 

effects, the influence of oil is seen to be falling and 

that of recession and interest rates, rising over time. 

The above mentioned external factors exert an impact on 

the Balance of Payments in the following ways. 

Terms of 'rrade Effect 

Khan and Knight (1983, p. 835) find terms of trade 

as the single most important variable 'explaining' recent 
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experience with current account ~lance in 32 Non-oil 

Developing countries. Accorciing to them the te.ons of 

trade of NODC' s taken as a group ,tell at an average rate 

of about 2 percent a year over the 1973-81 period. During 

the preceding ten years perioo (1963-72) the terms of 

trade of this group had improved at an average rate of 

1/2 per cent i:i year. 

A. considerable p<:irt of the terms of trade <ieterioration 

was due to the increase in the v.orla ;.>rices of energy 

proaucts in 1973-74 veriod ana ~urther ~b~tantial increase 

that occur.ceci in 1979-tiO. 'l'he terms of trade of imustrial 

c·ountrie.s also fell J since J:,:etroleum prociucts represent a 

relatively larger share in the total import of industrial 

countries. The surge in o~l prices worsened the terms 

of trade of oil-importing developing countries. 'l'he only 

gainers in the 1970 • s were the group of oil exporting 

countries which experienced an improvement in terms of 

trade. 

When measured against a 1971-73 base as a percentage 

of GNP, the effect of changes in the prices of expOrts 

l.n relation tO import.:;. on the oalance of payments over the 
' 

1974-81 pe.t:iod rangea .~:rom an unfavourable average of 6 

to 7 percent a year for some mid<ile income liitin American 

primary producers, to a favourable 101o or more a year 



tor s::>me oil exportiny developin~ count.cie s (world 

r.evelopnent keport, 1984, p.2S) • 

The Recession Effect 

There was a pronounced decline in the average 

growth rate of real GNP of industrial countries in 1978-81 
had a 

period. The growth in industrial countries~direct impact 

on current account through its influence on the exports 

of NOOC' s. Real Gi.\l~ yrov.cn rates of industrial countries 

between the 1963-72 period averayea. 4.7 per cent. ln the 

1973-81 period it averaged only 2.81o (Khan and Knight, 

1983, p.824). '.l'his exertea .an uniavoura.ole impact on the 

balance of payments of tre J.-.u.u~• s in 197-i--i::U period. 

The growth rate in industrial countries also has 

an indirect effect on the primary commodity prices (Goreux, 

19801 Chu and l•1orri son, 1983) • when the inO.u str ial 

countries grow rapidly, then demana for raw materials 

ala:> grows and usually leads to a rise in the primary 

commodity prices relative to manufactured goods. 

conversely,> recession in the industrial countries generally 

reduces the prices of the exportables of developing 

countries and w'Orsens their current account position. It 

is possible that the pr.imar:y commoaity prices which 

increased between 197J-8l, would have increa::>ea even 
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a tk-e. 
more but for~ decline in4 avera~e yro v.th rate of real GNP 

in industrial countries. \Khan ano Knight, 1983) 

The Effects of Protectionism 

Increased protectionj.sn in in<iu strial countries 

against developing countries• exports reduces the export 

earnings that developing countries would otherwise obtain. 

In aggregate, exports .r:rom oil-importing developing 

countries have intact grown faster tnan v.orlci trade in 

general since 1974, Cln volume te.cms), wicn less ~rotect-

ion ism they woul<i have <ione that to a larger degree. 

{World Develo~nt ~e}Ort, l9b5, p~.37-~8). 

'l'ogethel. the aoove mentioned tnree facto.r s capture 

the extemal f.acto.r-s ~anating from the g::>ods market. The 

following extemal factors originating from the capital 

market also exerted unfavourable impact on the NODe's 

balance ot payments in this perioa. 

Real Interest Rate Effect 

Real interest rate rise was also found to be a 

major factor affecting the current account of NODe's in 

the 1970 • s, as it led to a11 inC'J'"eas& in 1:b e_ se~viei,n«.

pay~nt on the external debt. 
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Debt service had not been found a very serious 

problem for many NODe's prior to 197~ oecau~ conQitions 

in the international credit marJ<ets were generally 

favourable anci a large pro..;.ortion oi outstanding debt, 

had been"~LVe.t'\to the low income countr~es at concessionary 

rates. Nominal interest rates on the external oebt of 

many NODC's,wpen adjusted by the increase in their ex!X>rt 

prices,yielded real interest rates that were low or 

negative during this period. 

In 1978 this picture changed quite drastically. 

Owing to adverse terms of trade shocks and weakness in 

export market growth, the NODe stock of external debt, 

particularly, short terms debt, rose sharply. In addition__. 

interest rates in international capital markets were 

climbipg to post-war highs at a time when developing 

countrie1s export pricesbegan to weaken. t<.eal interebt 

rates on external debt becjme pos~tive and averaged about 

37o a year during 1978-81 period. 'l'he high real interest 

races that gene.t-ally prevailea after 1978 exerted their 

strongest impact on the debt services buraens of these 

countries whose stocks of external debt ~s relatively 

1arge1 these ~-ere obviously the couotrie s that had 

already experienced sUOstantial current account deficits 

and had resorted to foreign financing in earlier years. 13 

STAFr 
13 Khan and Knipht, IMF' Papers, 1983. 



~rtailment of Ext~al .t:'inance 

More recently since 1982 there was a snarp 

reduction in the inflow of commercial ca.pl.ta.l. 'l'he foJ.-mer 

net flow of resources irom the .i.naust.ria.lizea to t.he 

developing countries has now .oeen reversed as interest 

paynents on a.ccumulatea external o.er;t exceed net new 

inflows of foreign capital (Helleiner U.K., r.orla Develop.. 

ment .Report, 1986, p.878). ·rhl.s couplea with the real 

interest rate hikes,sums up the movement in factors, 

originating from the capital markets which had an adverse 

impact on the BOi>. 

Discussion of sources of payments problems provides 

support,both to those who stress 1:.he importance of 

domestic policies for Balance of Payment management and 

to those who emphasize the malign influence of exogenous 

factors. (Khan ana Knight, 1983; ;..":lih·S and weintraub, 1981; 

Killick, 1984) • 'l'hus the dis't:.inct.ion betVveen external 

and domestic causes,emerges as specl.ally relevant for 

the post 1973 perioa. 



Broadly,both external and internal factors are 

responsible for BOP problems. 'l'hese results suggest the 

importance of exercising circumspection in attributing the 

need for stabilization to any one cause. Economic 

stabilization can be defined as a.n irnproverrent in the 

balance between supply ana oema.na in an economy, aimed at 

moderating inilationary pressures ana sl;.rengthening the 

balance of payments. ·.rhe implementation or: the stabilization 

programme presupposes the existence oi serious economic 

;t>roolems whJ.ch nece ss.l.tate a bacK reQJ.recl;.ion of tne 

economic ~l.l.Cies. 

Over the past ~o decades a large numoer of stabili

zation programmes have been undertaken, based to a great 

extent, on the macro-economic theory of open economies, 

developed during the 19·50 s ana 1960 s. Since then, however, 

the scope and methods of stabilization policy have gradually 

evolved and expanded • .A series of external shocks have 

complicated the problem of economic management in general~ 

and the implementation of stabilization programmes in 

particular. 'I'his part of the chapter is concerned with 

some general issues related to economic stabilization. 
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Faced with a chronic non-temporary ciefici t, whether 

of extemal or domestic origin, a country can borrow 

from 'l'he International capital Markets or from official 

lenders such as the .. International Monetary l!"'und" ( .IMF)-

'l'he latter ho~ver comes with a comprehensive adj ustrrent 

policy package - : 'and resort to Adjustrrent policies, 

to mitigate the Balance of Payments problems. 

A voluminous literacure now exists on the choices 

made by the developing countries ana subse~uently the 

problems attached to each of these. As sugge seed by the 

previous section' significanc changes occurred in the 

years unaer considerat~on, reyarainy tne unaerlying causes 

of the payments J:.>roolem. l"!any scudies now list the 

changes in che nature of choices to be made in /iew of 

the growing importance of the deteriorating external 

environment. They list the changes in the nature of 

adjustment policies too.· (Dell and Lawrence, 1980; 

Hellclner, 1988; Paul Kruegman, l98CO; Killick, 1984; 

Balassa, 1983) • 

External finance is recorrrnended in the economies 

ravaged by the External ::)hocks, since in this case 

developing countries suffer from problems due to factors 

tor wtU.ch they cannot De nelc:.. responsi.ole. As far as 
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the source of f ina nee is concerned 1 in the fO st f.ir st oil 

shock period, private bank loans aominatea. other sources 

Ol: the developiny country finance. (l'able 1.5) 

l:,.INANClAL FLOWS 'l'O DEVELOPING COUN'r'RIES 
{billions of 1980 dollars) 

--,--------·--------~ ·---,---·--------·---··--··-.._ __ _ Private 
Official 
develop
ment 

TOtal Direct"--pQrtfol io ~port 
private credits 
invest-

~~a~r ______ .T~o~ta-.~1--~sistance ment -------------
1956-60 

1961-70 

1971-80 

21.9 

29.0 

76.6 

13.2 8.7 

16.2 11.5 

28.1a 38.1 

6.0 

10.7 

------~------------------

2.6 

19.9 

.Note: Data oetween perioas a.I:e not strictly comparable 
·be~~use of redefinition. DOllars have been deilated 
by G~ deflator for industrial countries. 

a • 19.8 billion exqluaing assistance from the council 
for Mutual Economic Assistance and the Organization 
of Petroleum EXPorting countries. 

sources; 1956-60: OECD, ~veloprrent Assis-c.ance and Efforts 
in 1961 of the Members of the Development Assistance 
OOmrodttee (September 1962); 1961-701 OECD, Development 
Assistance, 1971 Review (1971); 1971-80: OECD, 
Developnent cooperation, 1981 i-<.eview (1983). 

Sour.ce , :, A .:Fi'-s·hl ow ( \'] g g). 

The supply condition of pt·ivate finance was very 

favourable in the 1973-79 ,t.:eriod. lntere st rates (LIBOR) 

in which the debt was contracted were low, and the sudden 



increase in the surpluses of the oil-exf,X)rting countries 

to the order of $- 60 billion in 1974 - acided to the global 

supply of lonable funds as a result of higher propensities 

to save in those countries, and because of a strong desire 

for liquidity, the Eurocurrency Market was a preferred 

habitat for such surpluses. When these funds were borrowed 

14 by the developing countries,the oil surpluses Were recycled. 

This mode of financing was precarious since the 

maturity of the loans ranged mostly between six and ten 

years. 'l'he interest rates, moreover, were readjustable 

every six months in accordance w~c.n tne changes in the 

LlBOR {London lnter Bank Offer .Kates). l'he consequences 

of variability in exchange rates naa c.o De bOrne Dy 

lenaers as well, because the dollar .in wnich most of the 

loan contracts were denominated - was no longer fixed. 

The vulnerability of ~he choice of the developing 

countri.es, especially tne maJor borrowers, was exposed 

with the second rouna o.t oil price rise ( 1979) and 

associated recession in the industrial countries, as 

contractionary policies were sought to contain cost-

induced infla~ion. An essential element of the new economic 

14 A.F ishlow in .oornbusch and Helm&.d.ed.) , Th<2. oPE:N 

E c.o #oJO"'fles .J E o~.J 1'3 ~ ~. 
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strategy was reliance on a tight monetary policy v.hich 

induced higher nominal ano .real interest rates. ·rhis 

lead to an increase in the interest payments on present 

and past stock of ciebt. The higher the interest rate, the 

fewer the opportunities to use £ inance a::; an instrument 

for aajustment. Also, foi.· y~ven rates ot e..xport growth, 

higher interest rates make countries less creoitworthy 

by reducing the coverage 01: sucn i ixed paycrents. 

Extemal ciebt lncreased1 between the beginning o£ 

1980 ana the ena of l982~at an dnnual rate o£ 16 per cent, 

and the problem became so acute for some countries that 

Mexico for example, in l982 1 could no longer service its 

debt~5 The debt problem took cr~sis ~roportions when 

several borrowers were forcea to reschedule their debts 

from 1980 onv.ards. Briefly, these were the problems 

associated with private commercial borrowings in the 

p~riod under consideration. 

The other ma~or source o£ Balance o£ Fayments 

financing is the Dl!', since one oi the principal functions 

of the ll"li!' is to a ss.ist membe.c countries which are 

experiencing serious payments dise~~lioria. The pattern 

15 Ibid. 
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of drawings under ttle various .l:,und fa.cili ties has varied 

l::x:>th, over time and across the countries. The chief 

means by which it has provided support in the past is 

through stand-by arrangements, by which the Fund can 

assure a member that it will be able to l::x:>rrow foreign 

exchange during a specified period and up to a specified 

amount subject to the terms of the arrangement of the 114 

new stand-bys awroved by the Fund in 1976/77 - 1981/82, 

108 were with developing countries. {Table 1.1) 

A member • s access to Fund resources is expressed 

in terms ot uanche s, e'-iual t.o 251" of its ~uota to the 

Funo. The first of these , the •reserve trancne• is 

available on request automatically and is unconditional. 

The next is first credit tranche, which is subject to 

mininlal conditions. The b'und also has other low conditionality 

faciliti~s such as compensatory Financing Facility. Credit 

tranche drawings represented, easily the largest source 

of finance until 1972. COmfensatory Finance. _, Facility 

(CFF) played a major role till 1976. 'l'his chiefly provided 

assistance to primary product exporters, experiencing 

payments deficits arising from export shortfalls due to 

sudden ~alls in world prices, harvest failures, etc. 
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!able 1.) 

USE OF FUND RESUUHCE,:j tU NU.L-i-OlL ~VELU.t> JJ:-.jv CU t.JL--. 'l' h lE~ 

-- 1975 _1971 1972 1973 1974 191§_ 1977 1978 1972._ 1980 1981 

Total Purchases 475.5 823.7 410.1 1940.5 2474.5 3835.0 1035.2 1210.7 1769.9 3752.7 7081.7 

Reserve Tranche 98.5 178.2 68.2 32 9.1 359.1 212.5 30.7 100.6 98.0 359.1 310.4 

OOmp.Financ Export 
shortfalls 69.5 299.5 113.5 107.2 188.5 1863.1 240.5 479.0 572.0 980.4 1230.5 

OOmp.Financ.cerea1 
Import Excesses 12.0 

Buffer Stock 11.8 6.4 4.7 36.1 13.9 

Oil Facility 939.7 1579.4 891.8 

credit Tranche 
0 rdinary " - ~ 
Resources 295.8 339.6 228.5 564.6 335.2 777.6 555.3 421.0 647.7 855.5 1662.2 

credit Tranche SFF 205.4 943.1 1468.9 

Credit ·:r ranc he EAR 305.5 

Extended Facility 
Ord.Resources 7.7 90.0 208.8 174.0 131.5 339.3 1040.8 

-- ---
Contd ••• nfpage 
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!~e l.] continues ••• 
______ _1971 1972 1973 1974 197:> 1976 1977 197s-1979 '1980 1981 

Extended P~cility 
SFE, 101.5 275.2 570.8 

Extended Facility 
EAR 480.6 

Go lei Distributions 87.5 55.4 60.3 4.0 

Total Repurchases 432.1 502.5 488.3 449.0 415.9 871.9 1293.1 1887.8 1710.6 1906.4 1611.7 

Repurchases of 
Purchases 426.8 494.6 475.0 43J.7 399.5 865.8 12 90.6 1989.4 1612.5 1860.0 1592.5 

--
source 1 Killick (ed.) , ·rhe ~uest for Economic stab ili za t ion, 1984, p.154. 
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In 1976, ho.,.ever, there wa.s a major change in the 

relative use of various Jlv1F facilities. ('I' able 1. ) • The 

Oil i'acility (0~,) funded by I.M..f t:.orrowings from OPEC 

surplus countries ana certain indu::;trial countries1 was 

created to assist countries wtlose BOP's ha<i been seriously 

Eu:fected by the oil crisis ot 1974/5. It was very 

important between 1974-76 ana was aiscom:.inued later. 

·rhe compensatory Finance li'..J.cili ty w...1 s larger 

after 1976, as compared to the 1971-75 period. ('l'able l.J). 

ntter 1976, t.he creai t tranche ana Extenaed .r'und 

li,ina~e {Ei".ii') dl:awings su,t?plementea JJY toe ~~'F (.Jupplemen

tary Fund li,inanc:)becam;e;;- the most significant source.' of 

Pund Finance for non-oil LDcs. 'l't1e EJi'Ji' was set up in 1974 

to meet the needs ot countries in special circumstances 

of balance of payments difficulty, requiring support over 

a longer period than normally covered by the stand-bys. 

To qualify for the SFF, which became operational in 1979, 

a member must ( i} re~uire assistance in excess of the 

amounts available to it in the credit tranches, (ii) have 

a problem which requires a long perioci, ana (iii) first 

obtain an upper-tranche or c;~.n extended creait. 

The Ji'und, therefore, soug.rn:. to aaapt to tne new 

problems created by tne oil snocKs a.na the worlo recession 

in a numbez:· of waysa increases in it.s lenain~ power, the 
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creation of new facilities and enlargement of existing 

ones, increased use o:t EFF. however, the grant of some 

of the ~una credits, the so-called upper credit tranche s 

is conditional on the member government, satisfying the 

Fund that the cz;edi t is in supf.Jort of an aaey_uate prograrrune 

of ciomestic J?Olicies designee to remeay tne f,Xiyments 

deficit and is thus a subject ot debate. ·r he core o£ an 

•agreed' programne comprises o.t a number of • periormance 

criteria' which are written into ct letr.er oi intent from 

the member ana continuiny ctccess to the credit is 

cond~tional upon acieq~.ate progress in the ful£ilrrent of 

these criteria. Performance criteria vary £rom case to 

case but typically include Y.Uarterly ceilings on total 

domestic credit expansion ana on the credit to the public 

sector, and ceilings on certain foreign borrowings. 

Exchange rate depreciation, liberalization of trade and 

payments may also: be inciuded in the programmes, most 

frequently as pre-conditions for an agreement. (Killick 

l984,pp.3-4}. 

Both the inaae~uacy of the Finance provided by the 

D'lF and the policy measu~~ recommended by it have come 

under considerable attack in this perioa. Presently we 

shall restrict the discussion to tne former. l'he aebate 

over conditionality not only involves a discussion on the 

nature of tne higher credit trancne conaitiona11ty, out 
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also o~ the Balance between the low ana high conditionality 

resources within the FWld. 'Low conditionality resources 

are in low proportion to the 't.otal, because of the particular 

methods that members have adapted for· enlarging the access 

to the Fund's resources- that is, by increasing access 

as a _percentage of ~uota rather than by inc rea sing tne 

quota itself. 'l'he result is cna't. o.t 600/o of LiUota available 

only 25% are available for low conditionality finance 

whereas if the ~uota naa been increase<i six fola it v.oula 

nave cippliea to che e~uivalent of 150 ~r cent of the 

current <iUOtas• .1::6 Also, the Funo nas leverage on <ieficit 

countries needing lMF supp:;>rt but it has no e<:J.uivalent 

influence over countries whose domestic policies result in 

persistent payments surpluses. Dell ana Lawrence (1980, 

pp.12-1~ suggest that 'Developed countries should transfer 

their structural surpluses to deficit countries in the 

form of lending s! ·.:Khan a~ci Knight(l983, p.820) ~ consider 

the issue of surplus transfer as essentially normative 

about how the international monetary system should ensure 

· s:>me degree of symmetry bet ~en various countries in 

unaertaKiny balance of Payments aaJustrnents. 

In defense of the lMF .tinancing cv.o points can be 

made. The need for balance o.t ~yments financiny in the 

16 woRLD D&VtLOPMtNT) \;? tt>S 
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context of more supply-oriented adjusted programs was 

recognized, in principle, by the IN~ with its Extended 

Facility (ana also by the WOrld Bank with its struc~ural 

adjustment loans). Its a.dequacy ho'ft€ver is questioned. 

seconaly it is to be remembe~ed that official finance 

pldJS a maJor role vis-a-vis private lenaing agencies.--

It restores their confidence in the developing c~y.ntries; 

te.Sp#t:.i.~tmotljct'l).r~~e, wt1icnox:e receiving official 

conaitional assistance. Otiicial ana priva~e finance 

. 17 
are oomplementary .rawer ~han com,t.et.itJ.ve nere. rne 

discussion OJ: ,t.>l.Oblems at~chea witil pr.l.vate external 

finance and adequacy of of.tic.l.al t.u1ance in BOP .tinancing 

of NOD~.; c brings us to the las~ part o£ our chapter, i.e. 

the nature anci scope ot the Adjustment Policies. A. 

voluminous literature now exists on the nature of 

stabilization policies implemented in the post 1973 period 

and their efficacy.0f special .relevance to this study 

is,-' the moaificat ion required, when external factors along 

with domestic factors assume importance in causing 

as suggested by the existing 

literature. 

In tO= previous sect..ion tne im,tJO.rtcmce o:t oe signing 

17 Richarci Eckaus, Observations on the .:.)Jnoitionality 
of International Einanc.l.dl .Lns~itutions, WOrld 
Development, 1982, pp.767-780. 
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corrective measures .in tandem with the root causes of 

the problem was empha:Uzea. .tor erfective OQ.lance of 

Payment management~the tools ava.ila.ole £all both .in the 

domestic as well as in the external sector. 'l'hese are 

mainly Eiscal, Monetary, E.inancial, exchange rate and 

commercial policies. 

Traditional analysis emphasizes the improvement 

of the ~lance between aggregdte demand and aggregate 

su~~ly. Much of the debate over appropriate policies 

centres around the importance of making d.i stinction 

between the supply ~ide and the demand side policies 

(Crockett 1981, Khan ana Knight, 1982). Since the current 

account of the Balance of Payment is e~ual to the 

difference between the domestic output and the domestic 

absorption, an improvement in the Balance of Payment on 

cuLrent account involves re~trict.ing the aggregate domestic 

demana relative to the aggregate supply. An objective 

which can be achieved either by expanaing supply or by 

restraining demand. ·J?he debate between 'Monetarist' 

and •structuralists' centred around this theme. 

·.rhe Monetarist view af> aiscussea .in .ject.ion III 

has been thatJinflation and attendant balance of payment 

problems are caused by allowing aggregate demand to run 
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ahead of supply. According to them stabilization can oe 

approached, only in a frameworK where the demand is 

restricted to the available supply. The familiar demand 

siae policy measures are of t\'.0 kind sa 

(l) Expenditure ~witching - aevaluation and conunercial 
policies. 

(2) Expenditure Reducing - Honetary and ~'isca.l fOlicies. 

To improve the current a.ccount .fX) sition devaluation, 

and rest ric ti ve monetary ana f i sea. 1 po 1 ici e s are recommended. 

These are assumed to take care of overvalued exchange 

rates and Monetary and Fiscal expansion without going into 

the exact mechanism by which these policies at feet the 

current account in detail, the interdepencience of the 

three policies and its implication for stabilization is 

briefly commented upon. 

Fiscal policy needs to be judged a.longs~de the 

other main tools of macroeconomic policy. Monetary policy 

and exchlnge z:ate po1icy. Hacz:o-econornic imbalances are 

often addl:essed by tightening the moneta.z:y fOlicy. 'l'o 

tighten monetary conditions, governrrents are usually 

forced to impose highez: reserve z:e~uirernents on banks 

or to induce the banking system to hold more government 

bonds. 'I'his leads to a rise in the interest rates and 
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restricts private borrowing and hence investment. Tight 

money is ~hus a poor substitute for fiscal discipline. 

Exchange rQte policy on i~~ own is aloo unlikely 

to be successful at stabill.zation. Puolic de..ticl.~s o..tten 

result in real exchan~e rate overvaluation oecaus~ the 

ad CU. tional pres sure on aome s~ic deffidnd a.r i ve s up the 

"!fl~S .:..and~..prices. A. tight monetary policy reinforces 

this tendency by raising C1omestic interest rates and 

attracting capital inflows. Devaluation of the currency 

wi. thout an accompanying fiscal correction will eventually 

be off set by an increase in the domestic prices and affect 

the real exchange rates only temporarily. similarly when 

wages and domestic prices do not fall readily in nominal 

terms, a fiscal contraction wi~hout a nominal devaluation 

is also unlikely to change the exchange rate (world 

r;evelo~nt Report, 1989 ) 

Demand oriented policies (which also iorm the core 

of the conditionality of the 'upper creait tranche' I~fF 

finances) have been criticized on ~he ~rounds that, they 
s;ti uot~"' 

improve the Balance of Paymen~ and p.Pioe 7at the cost 

of other macro-economic variavles i.e. economic growth, 

income distribution, full employment. 

published studies which purport to study the efficacy 

of its programs in developing countries.~Reichmann and 

Stillson, 1978; Reichmann, 1978; IX:>novan, 1982J. 
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Taking into account all this KillicK (l9b4, p.265) 

summarises the impact oi J:l-'1..1:' stabilization ~royramnie s 

which consisted of demand oriented policies as follows t 

~me improvement in the cur-rent acoo unt, out 

not statistica.lly significant. 

programmes have not generally had strong 

deflationary effects but there are indications 

that negative growth effects were stronger in 

the most recent years. 

they have complex effects on income distribution. 

there are indications that ~,unci programrre s do result 

in a larger inflow of capita~ from other sources 

but the effect is not large • 

. This d~gression shows the kind o£ controversy 

generated by demanci oriented policies. As opposed to the 

!V.ionetarist views, ·~tructuralists' stress on focus on 

removing supply, bottlenecks ana other structural rigidities, 

so that the overall output capacity can be raised. ln 

th.l. s way the excess aemanci woula. oe reduced too. J:n 

this view ciemand. restraint is reilected in the short run 

mainly in a cirop in the aomestic output, this drop in 

turn acts to discourage investment which reduces the 

economy's lony run capacity to eam foreign exchange. 
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·ro the extent that an imbalance between a.emand 

and supply in an economy results in undesired inflation 

and payments deficits, structural irnprovemencs in 

supply capacity are obviousl:i more apJ?ealing way of 

dealing with the situation than mea sure s that simply 

reduce the demand. (CDJckett, 1981, p.56). 

The main supply side measures that can be 

employed in the context o£ sta~ilization programmes heLe 

are those that tend to reduce price distortions, improve 

the allocation of resources, and mobilize voluntary 

savings (CIOckett, 198' , Khan and Knight, 1982, 

Khatkhate, 1983 ) • 

The distinction between demanci side and supply side 

policies and their appro_priate roles in economic stabili

zation must be clearly unae.r: stood if they are to be 

effectively combined. 'l'he primary objective of a supply 

oriented stabilization programme as op~osea to demand 

oriented ~provement in current account or overall balance 

i.e. tne expansion o£ aggregate domestic supply typically 

involves heavy imports o£ both working capital and fixed 

capital goods... So that current account does not improve . 

secondly while the demand side policies have a familiar 

macro-economic character, supply side policies often 
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have micro-economic flavor. Also the latter work over a 

longer term horizon. 

But the distinction between the demand side and 

the supply side policies can never be perfectly water tight. 

This is particularly true of measures like devaluation. It 

is both a demand side and a supply side policy to the extent 

that domestic absorption falls alongwith the fact that the 

incentive .to produce tradeable goods increases. 

18 
Andrew Crockett argues that a choice between two 

mutually e%clusive theories does not have to be made. Level 

of aggregate demand aod the economic structure within which 

that demand operates, both play an important role in 

exacerbating the Balance of Payment difficulty. However he 
19 

later wri tea that even though it is possible to recooci le 

monetarists ~nd structuralist views, this pos si bil i ty bas 

oot prevented a continuing discussion about the relative 

importaoc~ o:f excess demand and structural rigidities io 

geoeratiQg inflation and causing payment difficulties. 

Differences in the analytical view.point on this issue have 

naturally be~n reflected in a debate on the appropriateness 

18 IMF Staff Papers, 1981 ,p.55. 

19 Ibid, p.56. 
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of particular policies designed to achieve stabilization. 

Various external and domestic factors were discussed in 

the previous section. 

The distinction and the analysis of their relative 

importance is significant for the following reasons : 

First and foremost the non-oil developing countries are 

not responsible for the Balance of Payment crisis in the 

70's and early SO's as external factors which affected 

them were not within policy control. Secondly, continuing 

stress on curb on donestic expansionary policies by those, 

like the IMF, in a deteriorating external environment, to 

improve Balance of Payment and inflationary disequilibria, 

can have high costs in terms of increased unemployment and 

impair development. It bas been argued that when exogenous 

factors come into the pictare, the period of adjustment 

and the design of the policies in this case are liable to 

be different from the'measures required to cope with 

excessive domestic wooey creation. Thirdly, protectionism 

in the export markets of develop·ing countries, imposes 

limitations on the government in carrying out corrective 

measures. Fourthly it exposes the instability to which 

the open non-oil developing countries are vulnerable. 
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The second reason mentioned above needs further 

elaboration. Faced with a current account deficit of 

external origin or domestic origin a country can resort to 

External Finance. The problems attached to this were 

already discussed in the beginning of this section. It has 
20 

been argued more specifically in the con text of temporary 

adverse external shocks, that they should be met with 

financing rather than adjustment. Adjustment policy oan be 

a matter of choosing between unpleasant alternatives. 

Because to adjust to an adverse shock requires a out in 

living stal)dards and often turns out to investor some 

sacrifice of longer-run growth prospects as well clearly 

to incur these costs unnecessarily for a shock that is 

only teaporary would be a mistake. 

But trying to meet a permanent or lonf lived shook 

by financing, however, not only postpones the necessary 

adjustment but also makes that adjustment harder because 

of the additional debt accumulated during the interval. 

But it is o:f ten unclear bolT sustained an external shock 

will tum out to be. Faced with that uncertainty, countries 

often opt initially for a mix of financing and adjustment. 

zo Paul Kruegman 1 n Dornbusch and Helmers, (ed.) ,A·IY 
p.66. 
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The IMF initially viewed the distinction between 

exogenous and endogenous causation.as rather unhelpful 

and bas preferred to emphasise the -distinction between 
21 . 

temporary and permanent payments problems. Although this 

distinction is useful in identifying cases where ad,justment 

is required, it does implicitly suggest that a design of 

the appropriate adjustment is largely independent of 

causation. However, when selecting the most cost-effective 

payment policy, causation is very important. 

A cost effective pro@'amme is one whicll achieves the 

desired improvement in the BOP in ways thnt minimise any 

impairment of the government's ability to achieve its other 

22 
socio-economic goals. 

But now Balance of Payment financing in the context 

of more supply oriented adjustment program (in economies 

ravaged by external shocks) is increasingly being recognized 

(at least in principle) both by the IMF (with its Extended 

Facility) (and the World Bank with its Structural Adjustment 

Loans). 

Grow1h oriented adjustment - as it is referred to , 

is now receiving attention. New prominance has been assigned 

21 Killick, n.t, p.99. 

22 Ibi~, p.18. 
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to program lending, geared to mPdium and long term develop 

mental objectives by the World Bank. (Helleiner, 1986, p.875). 

The policies to be applied in a detPrioratin~ external 

environment too range from demand restraint to more supply 

oriented structural Adjustment Measures (Paul Kruegman,l988, 

Balassa, 1980). Recently growth oriented Adjustment is 

medium and long term in perspective is increasingly being 

recognized to meet BOP difficulties generated by external 

shocks. 

This bas to do with Ule need for investment, external 

resources and time, in a process of restructuring toward 

increased export competitiveness and efficient import 

subs ti tuti on, 



Chapter -_ll 

BA.LANCE OF PA~lENT PROBLEM IN 
TAN ZAN JA, 1961-1984 

Trough paucity of data ha ~ been a constraining 

fac~or, a very long period (1961-84) has been chosen for 

the analysis of Balance of Payment trends and government 

policy responses. The period chosen hi~ been divided 

into four sub-veriods to facilitate detailed analysis. 

In order to assess the impact of the deteriorating external 

environment in the 1973-84 decade, it will be useful to 

survey briefly the patterns of economic developnent in 

the preceding decade. 

Problem Free External Sector ; Economic 
::fri¢cators, Balance of Paymen£._Trends
and Evo~tion of Government Policy, 
!2.§.!:.§.1 

In the first few years after independence ·I\tnzania 

had a relatively problem free ex~ernal sector. The 

dominant economic activity was ayricul ture which constituted 

more than 50% of Gross DOmestic Product (GDP). Industrial 
l 

sector constituted only 8.4% of GDP in 1967. The GDP 
' 

figures indicated a compouna rate of growth in market 

------·-------------
l Green, ~gsire, Van Arcadie, Economic bhocks 

and National Policy Making in Tanzania (New York 
Pergamon, 1980, pp.l-5. 



agricultural output (at constant prices) of 7.4% per 

annum over the 1960/2-1966 period. Gtowth in the 

monetary component of Gm' was 5.2 per cent per annum 

in the same period. 

The production structure was reflected in the 

trade pattern of the economy. At the outset the economy 

was characterized by heavy dependence on primary 

commodity export, openness - both in the sense of having 

high export and import to ~ ratios (Table 2.1) in this 

period and also in the sense of having import and foreign 

exchange policies that were not restrictive-and high 

degree of internal and external stability. 

In the first six years after independence (1961-67) 

'ranzania ran trade surpluses. The current account 

balance was fX> si ti ve in 1963 and 64 ana ran negligible 

deficits in the .remaining years. (·l'able 2 .1) • 

As far as the trade account is concerned, Tanzania's 

e~~ort pattern shows high degree of concentration in few 

primary commodities - sisal, coffee and cotton. Other 

primary exports which v.ere important v.ere cashewnuts, tea 

and tobacco. DiQmond was the only significant non 

agricultural expo_rt. 
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Table 2.1 

1961 1§62 1§63 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Merchandise exports 
(fob) ma US $ (a) 152.1 151.6 185.9 213.0 199.0 Z59.2 244.4 

Merchaod ise imports 
(fob) mn US $ (b) ~128.4 -133.0 -136.7 -152.5 -167.4 -2i9.i -212.5 

Trade account (a+b) 
mn US $ 23.7 18.6 49.2 60.5 31.6 40.1 31.9 

Current account 
deficit (mo US$) -4.9 i8 .• 1 31.6 -1.9 -6.0 -2.4 

Current account 
deficit to GDP ratio -8% 2.6~ 4% -.2~ -6" -.2% 

Share of major exports 
(sisal cotton) O.O.ffee) in 
total X's (in %age) 55.9 56.8 62.9 53.2 47.5 46.9 38.5 

Importto1 GDP ratio(i"~~) - 18.04 19.8 20.8 19.2 

Share of exports as a 
% of area (world) 
imports .12 .11 
Foreign exchange in 
US mn $ 57 58 
Non-gold reserves to 
imports riltio 13.4 14.3 

Terms of Trade 126.6 138.4 144.6 133.9 114.4 113.3 105.9 
Source: IFS Yearbook, 1988 . World ·rab les, 1988 • ) 

1FS Supplement on Trade s-tntt~ticsJ various issues. 
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·rhe export volume indices sho v.eci a continuous 

increase. in exp>rt volume in chis period till 1964. 

Exports fell by 8. 31~ in 1965 and 4. 97o in 1967. 'l'he 

share of ·ranzania • s exports in v.orld trade ~s very low 

in th.ta period. 'I'he ex£X)rt unit value index maintained 

the upward trend till 1964 but declined later on. 

(Table 2. 2) • 

Imports consisted of manufactured goods,rnineral 

oils, machinary and tran~rt equiprrent. By end use 

classification imports mostly consisted of non-food 

consumer goods in 1965 and 1966 but fell in 1967. The 

share of inte.I.mediate goods and capital yoods increased 

in 1967. (Table 2.3) 

Imports maintained an upward trend bo't.h in value 

and volume terms in this period {except for 1967). As 

a result the terms. of trade whl.ch improved till 1963 

declined afterwards. 'l'hus in this period trade sur~luses 

were accompanied by declining terms of trade. 

In this period Tanzania•s bulk of official foreign 

aid came from former colonial powers. As the table shows 

nearly all of the capital budyet came from extemal 

sources. (Table 2.4). The data sources used does not 

contain figure on debt and foreign exchange reserves of 



Exports 

Value 

Volume 

Unit value 

Imports 

Value 

Volume 

Unit value 

Source : 

1961 

-10.8 

- 7.7 

- 3.4 

4.6 

-4.0 

70 

Table 2.2 

1962 

6.0 

4.7 

1·.2 

11.4 

7.1 

-5.3 

1963 

22.1 

6.2 

14.9 

-9.1 

10.0 

Annual % Changes 

1964 

26.0 

24.7 

1.0 

56.2 

43.2 

9.1 

1965 

- 8.3 

4.2 

-12.0 

11.7 

8.5 

a.o 

International Financial Statistics, (I;FS) 

Supplement on Trade statistics, various issues. 

1966 

28.1 

28.1 

20.2 

19.1 

1.0 

1967 

-4.9 

-3.8 

-1.1 

-3.4 

-8.6 

5.8 
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Table 2.3 

~~~RTS : END USE CLASSIFICATION 

Consumer goods 

Food 

Others 

Intermediate goods 

Petroleum products 

Building and const
ruction material 

Others 

Capital goods 

Transport 

Other equipment 

1965 

42.6 

9.0 

33.6 

24.5 -
6.0 

15.2 

3.3 

~ 
30.7 

2.2 

1966 

47.3 -
9.4 

37.9 

33.5 -
6.4 

6.1 

21.1 

19.2 -
7.4 

11.8 

1967 

35.6 

9.2 

26.3 

40.7 

8.7 

13 .8 

18.2 

23.7 

8.3 

15.4 

---~'-;:-----------------------------------

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Basic Economic Report on Tanzania, 1977. 
The World Bank, Table 3.8, p.l61. 

Table 2.4 

TANZANIA : GOVERNMENT CAPITAL BUDGET 
SOURCE OF FUNDS (mn sb.) 

1961/62 .19627'63 1963764 1964765 ----
External loans 143.0 104.3 51.5 78.5 
Int eroal 
borrowings 3.8 9.1 93.8 125.3 
Total 146.8 113.4 145.3 203.8 

1965766 

83.5 

146.4 

229.9 
Source: Kabokoko (1987), "Plannin~ and Self Ueliance in 

'.ranzania, KPI, London ann New York, p.l83. 

1966767 

127.3 

167.1 

294.4 ----
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·ranzania. wt the country presumably aio. not suffer from 

extemal debt problem., Therefore Balance of ?ayment 

problem as defined and as generally understood were largely 

inconsequential in this period.. Ho....ever, the typical 

dependence on a few ,t)rimary products exports meant that 

)he economy was subject to large fluctuations in foreign 

exchange ea.r:ning s and vulnerable to secular decline in 

terms of trade. 2 

Price situation - which is th9 

other indicator of macro-economi~ l.rnbalance remained 

s~able in the first half of 1960-70 decade. 3 

'l'he post-colonial evolution o.= the economic 

structure was substantially influenced by public policy. 

'!'his involved both efforts to develop an institutional 

framework appropriate for planned economic growth and a 

radical evolution in policy associated pa~~icularly with 

the major change in dtct:ct.ion in 1967, following the 

Arusha Declaration. 

-------------
2 

3 

Green et al 1980. 

~ . 
Ibid. Dar-es-salaam based wage earners, reta~l 
price index, which had registered on a 2% cumulative 
increase over 1961-65 period. 1 
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Tha first five year plan (1964-69) was a 

conventional development plan with an emphasis on 

industrial developrent largely through private 

investment supported by government infrastructure 

incentives, acceptance of dependence on foreign 

initiatives and the development of agriculture largely 

within the context of the existing structure of rural 

economic organisation. How~ver, some quantification 

of wcial targets (such as increased life expectancy), 

a series of fully-owned and joint venture parastato.L 

in several fields including banking and external sector 

wexe launched, as initial steps towards building up 

a significant public sector involvement in directly 

productive activity. 

As far as the external sector is concerned, the 

economy was fairly open - as said earlier - and the 

first major step towards a restricting the openness of 

the economy v.as taken in 1965, when foreign exchange 

control was introduced between East Africa on the one 

hand Cl'ld the rest of the v.orld on the other. This led 

to reductions in financial outflows and placed domestic 

funds under some control of policy action. In 1966, 

a central Bank, the Bank of Td.nzania was establi s}?ed 
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with po'Ners to perform the associated conventional 

functions. Exchange control powers'Nere transferred to it. 

In relation to exchange rate policy, the shilling was 

maintained at a fixed relation with pound sterling. 

To sum up the developnents in the period 1961-67, 

Tanzania • s exports in this period mainly consisted of 

primary corcmodities and imports of essential consumer 

goods in this period. It was only towards the end of 

this period that Tanzania started importing capital goods. 

The policies were also not restricted in this 

period and the economy was marked by high degree of 

internal and external stability. With this backdrop 

th~ turbulent years ahead can now be examined. 

Onset of Problems : Bala~of P~~ 
Trends and ~V~J:'!!!!!ent Policy Re swnse 
(1968-73) 

The next sub-period chosen is 1968-73 as in this 

" period for the first time after Independence earlier 

trends in Balance of Payments were reversed. several 

autoors (Green, 1980, weaver and Anderson, 1981) have 

s.1ggested that Tanzania suffered from a mini crisis in 

Balance of Payment in 1970-~2, before deteriorating 
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external environment started playing an important role in 

the Balance of Payment problem. FOr them it was an 

•endogenously generated' crisis which reflected underlying 

factors and long term trends. 

ln the last few years of 1960's deceleration in 

marketed agricultural output growth .....as onserved. Over 

the period 1965/67 - 1970/72 the growth rate in marketed 

agricultural output had fallen to 35/o per annum. 

~u.bsi stenc:.e.. a.yricul tural output growth rose. Overall 

G.o.P. growth was 4.9/~ in 1965/67 - 1970/72 period. 

Agriculture still maintained a high share in total output. 

The agricultural growth rate at 3.6/o v.as ahead of 

population growth in the same period. Substantial food 

imports were thus not necessary in this period. 

The manufacturing sector rose from low base and 

the value added grew~ 10% in this period. The performance 
-

of the producti've seG~O.rS': was once again reflected in 

the trade sector. Exports diversified in this period 

due to diversification in production; But imports still 

consisted of manufacturing, and exports cf- predominantly 

primary commodities. 
----·-----~-
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As far as balance of Payment was concerned, the 

performance was na rked by a de£ ini te fer iodicity. Till 

1969 Balance of Payment was relatively favourable. 1970-

72 was ma·J:k ed by a crisi. s, 1973 was again relatively 

favourable. Trade account surplus shrank in 1968 and 

1969 and tu.x:neo negative f.x:om 1970 onwards. The trade 

and current account ceficit registered large increases 

in 1971 and 1973 both in absolute terms and in terms of 

current account: to G.DP ratio ('l'..ible 2.5). 

Imports registered a persistent UJ:Jv.era trend in 

this period with trencis in imfX)rt to GiDP ratio for this 

period higher than t~t of the 1961-67 period. (·rable 2.5). 

'l'he eftect of gathering rroment.um of developrre nt activity 

is indicated by the fact that imports of manufactured 

goods (especially metal manufact.ures and of machinery) 

increased both in value and volume terms. Imports of 

manufactured goods maintained a very high share in 

total imports of this period. As the Table 2.6 of end 

use classification of imports shows the share of 

consumer goods fell as compared to the previous sub

period. The share of intermediate and capital goods 

rose. 
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Table 2.5 

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 

Trade account in mn US $(a+b) 8.1 22.3 -37.6 -83.3 -43.6 -74.2 

Merchandise exports (fob) (a) 238.0 240.4 245.9 262.0 316.2 363.6 

Merchandise imports(fob)(b) -229.9 218.1 -283.5 -345.3 -359.8 -437.8 

Current account deJici t 6.1 25.2 - 35.6 - 99.8 - 65.7 -107.5 
Current account to OOP ratio .6% 2.2% 2.8% - 7.3% 4-~~ - 5,8% 
Share of major exports 
(sisal,coffee,cotton in 41.2% 37 .1~~ 41.1% 31.6% 37.4% 40.7% 
To tal X) 

Import to GDP ratio 23.3% 20.7% 24.8% 27 .8~' 25.8% 26.55% 
Budget deficit to GDP ratio - 3.9% -4.9% -4.1% -7% -5~ -2.8~ 

Money supply growth rate· 15 .f!/o 17.~ 4.9% 19.3% 14.5,% 19 .2;~ 
Foreign exchange reserves 
in US mn $ 73 76 56 42 105 123 
Non-gold reserves to import 
ratio (in weeks) 14.4 17.2 11.9 9.3 11.3 14.9 
CPI changes (%) 15.8 17.9 4.9 19.3 14.5 19.2 
Share of exports as % ot 
total area (world)imports .11 .09 .09 ~08 .8 .06 

T~m.s oJ t "- o..J..e. 111. 8 109.~ 10.').9 111.0 3:2. ~ 97. ~ 

Source Same as Table 2.1 
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Table 2.6 

IMPORTS BY END USB CLASSIFICATION (~) 

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Consumer goods 39.8 37.5 30.3 25.3 28.8 

Food 8.9 8.7 7.7 6.7 11.5 

Others 30.9 28.9 22.3 15.6 7.2 

Intermediate goods 37.2 40.6 40.4 44.6 45.9 

Petroleum 9.1 10.2 8.5 9.4 10.4 

Bui1di ng and 
construction 
material 7.7 8 .• 2 9.2 11.7 12.7 

0 thers 20.3 22.2 22.7 22.9 22.8 

Capital goods 23. 0 21.8 A-9. G 30•t 2'i-'t 

Transport 
equipment 8.2 6.8 8.1 9.8 6.7 

Otber equipment 14.7 15 .o 21.5 21.7 18.6 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: Same as Table 2.3. 
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Overall irn~rt volume index .rose in 1970 and 1971 

substantially (26. 7"/o and 22 .oro). 'rhe im.PQrt unit value 

index registered persistent increase throughout the 

Period (e~ept 1968 and 1971) with large increases 

registering in 1973 (27.1%) (Table 2 .7). This movement 

in value and volume of irnpo.rt led to increase in import 

bill. 

corre s,t;Onding to this export volume inoex showed 

suts tantial rise only in 1972. I' he exf.O.r·t unit value 

index als::> registe.red large increase only in 1973 

'rhe share of 3 major expoL·t crops (co1:fee, cotton, sisal} 

in total exports fell as compared to the previous period. 

There was an expansion in the output of a numl:er of 

secondary comrrodities (cashewnut, tea and tobacco}. 

Uptil then the export performance was rather poor. (Table 

2 .8) • Aid in this su.b-pe.tiod was higher than in the 

previous sub-period. (Table 2.9). Prior to 1974, 

Tanzania made no use of(IMF) Fund facilities. 

Since Tanzania maintained a recurrent budget 

surplus and except for a brief period in 1970-72 relatively 

low rates of growth of domestic credit formation, as 

well as fairly ade':luate reserve levels with external 

oebt financed largely by conce ssional transfers/ The 

IMF missions were ~not very critical. 
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Table 2.7 

1968 1969 
Annual % chanfies 

1970 1971 1 72 

~p.orts 

Value - 4.3 2.2 2.3 6.4 20.9 

Volume - 3.2 2 ') ..... 1.1 3.6 25.8 

Unit value - 1.1 1.2 2.8 -3.9 

Imports 

Value 12.0 -6.4 32.7 19.6 5.8 

Volume 19.6 -8.2 26.7 22.0 -8.4 

Unit value -6.4 1.9 4.8 -2.0 15.4 

Source: IFS Supplement on Trade Statistics, 
various issues. 

Table 2.t3 

1973 

13.5 

-15.2 

33.9 

2'} 
" 

-3' 

27· 

%·~3~ Cho.n9e J.J\ i~e.e Mcyo.st. E'l{.roJ,..l CA_ofS ( Va.lu e <t VoJ.u.m e) 

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 

Volume 
Coffee 9.0 0 -9.4 -20.7 55,0 9.3 

Cotton 3.8 -10.2 7.3 -10.9 18.5 5.7 

Sisal -7.6 - 8.9 26.9 -26 .o 4.7 25.9 

Value 
Coffee 4.2 4.0 33.3 - 9.4 10.3 18.7 

Cotton 10.2 9.2 0 8.1 16.9 4.8 
Sisal -13.6 10.5 9.5 () 10.5 109.5 

Source: SnmP- ns Table 2 •. , • 
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Table 2.9 

FOREIGN AID(mn.sh.) 

1967- 1968- 1969- 1970: 1971- 1972-
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973* 

External 
loans 81.5 122.7 121.5 269.7 347.4 635.9 

External 
grants 2.5 0.1 0.4 0.1 37.8 110.7 

Total foreign .. 
aid 84.0 122.8 121.9 Z69.8 385.2 746.6 

* ~::estimates 

Source: Same as Table 2.4, rrable 8, p.27. 
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·rhe foreign exchange reserves came down fromtJ~ 

~ 76 million peak in 1969 to us ~ 46 million in 1971. 

The (..Ove-r provided by the reserves to v.eek s o £ imports 

f 11 d · 1· . - 1'1-lo'flt,hs • 19 70 7 ( ) e ramat~ca .ly to 2-,j . <>~- ~n - 1. Table 2.5 • 

The Tanzanian. shilling was fixed to us ~ ( 1 us $ = 
7.143 shilling) • 'l'he money supply growth rate was very 

high in the crisis year 1971 (19.3/J (Table 2.5) and s:> 

was the Budget deficit to &1DP ratio (. 71o). t:>rices 

maintained an upwaro trend. by conventional standards 

there was little price in£ la.tion to worry aoou t but this 

coupled with cieveloi-ffiE3nt& in the balance of Payment& was 

causing concern. 

The deve.lo,tnents suggest that deterioration in 

the Balance of Payments in 1970-71 period could be 

because of increase in volume and value of imports (above 

previous period tz:el_lds) when exports ea.ming and aid 

were insufficient to contribute to import capability. 

The fiscal and monetary expansion in this period too put 

pressures from the demand side in an economy where supply 

side was rather v.eak. 

fOur lines of explanations are given of the 

deterioration in the external balance (Green, et al, p.9). 



:t,irstly there w;ls a rise in yovernment investment and 

develo.ff!Sntal act:.ivi ties. Imports o £ metal, of metal 

manufacture and of machinery ana transport equipre nt 

increased between 1969-71. Second, a number of short-

term problem of administration and decision-making 

weaknesses are said to have contributed to deterioration 

of Balance of Payments. The third explanation claims 

that the difficulties emerging before 1973 -were indicative 

of underlying failures of strategy and policy and there-

fore had long-term implications. In particular the 

failure of output growth to accelerate in response to 

the impressive expansion in capital format.ion and a 

tendency for the services sectors, induct:.ing public 

services, to grow faster than overall GtDP, could te argued 

as inaicating low level of eftectiveness in the investment 

programmes. the fourth source o£ ai ft ic ul t.y suggested 

was p:>or export performance. There Wis little by way 

of a strategy and no sense of urgency with regard to the 

need to diversify the expert base and to promote new 

exports. 

In response to the economic diffiCulties 

which emerged after 1970, there was a development of 

4 
new policy tools, including the introduction o£ foreign 

4 weaver and Anderson, Stabilization and Development 
of the Tanzanian Economy in the 1970 • s, inC/ihe. dhd 

Weif1h·aub.tdl) }~~1 1• '' EC.ohomic. ~tabiliz. .. tion in Developinj C.ourd:~-<ies 11 

lhe. Bv-oob.11-19S 'l:n<tdution!., v.lclShlnstotJ o.c_. 



exchange budgeting through import licencing (it was 

transferred to Bank of rranzania) anc. excha.nge control. 

':!:he government secured the services 0.1: a .;;)wiss 

firm to monitor prices for key exports and imf!Qrts. A 

credit budgeting system was initiated involving domestic 

lending by conune:rcia.l banks ana central banks. 'l'he 

government began :regulating the uses made of sur.s;luses 

earned by all public enterprises and strengthened the 

role of price cornmi ssion (N~ in se±iing prices and 

e stabl.i. shed a new traO.ing struc-cure to ha.ndle domestic 

and international trade (e.g. Board of International 

Trace, National '~lling Corporation, etc.). 

One of the important ef£ecc.s of the policies was 

to check the growth of import bills. l'he y_uantity of 

imports fell from 1971 to 1372, al~hough the import 

values rose as import un~t va.lues rose in this period. 

(Table 2.5). however, there was a recovery in the 

growth o.t ex,l:JOrt;. volume in 1972 VI'a.ble ~.S). As a :result 

the negative balance on current account was reO.uced 

from -99.8 US i to -65.7 • a level at which the balance 

on capital account was sufficient to allow a suostantial 

accumulation of reserves. 
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By 1973 reserves had reached upto us ~ 123 million. 

Also TanzanJ.a coula J:inance 3-'i weeks or: imports .trom 

o.Cficial reserves. ·.che ca,t)ital tli<Jht which was taKing 

place in 1970-71 (indicated by large size o£ net; error 

and omission in 1970 ana ot non-loan capital in 1971) 

was curbed as a result o.t effective exchan~ control 

measures particularly with respec~ to movements to 

Kenya. 

To summarize the si~uation at the end Of this 

sub period, the 'l'anzanian economy was emerging from a 

difft".c;.ult-period. It had not incurred a large burden 

of external debt, and while its export performance was 

not very impressive its unoerlying Balance-of-Payments 

situation did not ~ook particularly worrisome. 
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A Brief Record of Overall Esgnomic 
Perf0rmance-Ti974-77) 

The overall growth of G.o.?. since 1973 has been 

put at 4% per annum. With the population growing by 

arol.md 3.3% per annwn, this implies an increase in per 

capita G. D.P. of only 0. 7% per annum. l'here was a change 

in the structure of the e~:.'Onomy away from the productive 

monetary sector and towards subsistence and service 

activities. Excluding public administration, corrmerc.ial 

services and trade, the monetary sector grew only by 

2.3~ per annwn during 1973-79, well below the population 

growth rate •5 

Agriculture continued to be the dominant sector 

in the ·.ranzanian economy, accounting for a fairly stable 

40% of the G. D.P. at 1966 _prices, and paid 80% of export 

earning. Public administration the fastest growing 

sector at 1966 press, has increased its share of G.D.P. 

from 1:1% in 1966 to 17% in 1979. Since 1973, mining, 

manufacturing transport and communications have all 

declined in relative importance and together accounted 

6 for only 21% of the G.o.P. in 1979. 

5 Tanzania COuntry Economic ivlemorandum, (CEM) 
The World Bank, 1981. 

6 Ibid. 
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subsistence agriculture grew at 7.1% per annwn 

and monetary agriculture by only 2.1% per annum. As a 

result, the marketed production of major crops sold 

through official channels actually fell during the 1970•s. 

A number of underlying trends in crop production can be 

discemed. Firstly there has been a shift in t~ annual 

crops away from cotton and into maize. l'he production 

of minor cereals and beans, tobacco and sugar increased 

in this period. ·.rhe production o£ cotton, coffee, sisal, 

cashews and cloves, however, declined. 7 

Tanzania had a small industrial base at the time 

of independence. There was really no well defined 

industrial strategy until the Arusha Declaration in 1967, 

after which gre:3.ter emphasis was placed on expanding the 

role of the public sector and reducing dependence on 

foreign investment. 'l'his general direction of industrial 

strategy was clearly drafted in the Basic Economic 

Strategy (BIS) in the mid 1970s. l'he BIS gave priority 

·to industries supPlying minimum mass consumption ).'Jeeds 

and producing intermediate goods entering into a wide 

range of industrial products. Preference was to be given 

7 Ibid. 



to industries using local inputs and geared to the 

requirements of the domestic market, although the role 

of agricultural processing for export was also recognized. 

Despite the adoption of this ~rategy, the 

performance of the industrial sect:.ar has continued to 

deteriorate. From 1973 to 1979, the manufacturing value 

added grew by only 1.7~ per annum in real terms. (CEM 

' 
198~JI) • The poor performance of the industrial sector 

was reflected in a rising incremental capital output 

ratio. D! spite the emphasis on the develofXllent ef the 

industries producing capital and intermediate goods, the 

dominant activity remained the production of consumer 

goods1 by the mid-1970 • s, basic consumer goods - viz. 

food pre,asing, beverages, tomcco, cotton, textiles 

and shoes - still accounted for more than one-half of 

value added and t\'.0 thirds of employment in manufacturing. 

Manufactured exports steadily declined, while import 

content of manufacturing continued to rise. (CEM, 1981). 

The tNeakening of productive sectors hence reflected on 

Balance of Payments. 

on the demand side both budgetary deficits and 

money supply increased in the crisis year 1974/75 and 

then gradually declined in 1976/77. (Table 2 .10) • 'I' he 

gxowth of the government sector since 1967 has been 



dramatic. Total central government budgetary ex_penditures 

as a proportion of GDP increased from 17 per cent in 

1965/66-1966/67 to 33 per cent in 1974/75-1975/76 according 

-co the Basic Economic Report on Tanzania, (1977). The 

re span sibili ties of the government grew due to the 1972 

decentralization. Aside from general administration and 

defense, the main services provided by government are 

education, health, -water supply, high ways and agricultural 

extensions. The Basic Economic Report identiiied as a 

growing problem, the high proportion of recurrent 

expenditure going for personal emolument (6l1o in 1973/74 

and 74% of the budgeted figure for 1975/76). The freeze 

on w:1ges since then has reversed this trend and this 

compci)nent has dropped to 42% in 1977/78. 

Despite the emergence of an external constraint 

over 1970-72, Tanzania had not yet experienced a major 

Balance of Payxrent crisis, and by 1973 it could be seen 

as having ~athered thal; period • s O.if.Ciculties. But by 

the end of l9'J3, the country was seen as entering a 

difficult phase, as far as Balance of Payments was 

concerned. In 1974 the 'l'anzanian economy was buffetted 

by an economic crisis of unprecedented proportions. 

The follewing indicators will reveal this. 
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Tanzania suffered persistent trade account deficits 

since 1974• There was a quantum jump in 1974 over the 

1973 figure but the deficit reduced significantly in 1976-77. 

Table 2:.!.Q 

1974 1975 illL 1977 

Trade account in 
mn us$ (a+ b) -261.2 -297.1 - 65.2 -108 ·2 

Merchandise ~ 
expc»rts(FOB) {a) 399.2 372.9 490.4 538.6 

Merchandise 
imports{FOB) {b) -660.4 -670.0 -555.6 -646.7 

current account 
deficit -285.3 -230.0 - 34.5 - 71.4 

current account 
def ic it/G.o.P .Qn'/.) - 12.8 . 8.9 - - 1.2 2.0 

Share of ~j:or 
exports in total 45.6 39.2 58.02 12.6 
exports (i..,~.) · 

lmportfV'"®P( 41 %) 33.6 30.03 21.9 21.34 

share of exports in 
total world imports .. os .05 .05 .05 

Non- gold reserves/ 
imports (il"l weeAs) 5.6 3.6 6.6 16.3 

~ore1gn exchange in 
mn us $o 46.9 67 106 263.4 

Money supply 
(%of change) 24.3 23.4 26.0 19.3 

CPl change (in %) 19.2 26.5 o.9 11.6 

Budget deficit(~ fe>) - 5.4 9.8 7.4 3.0 

Terms of ·rrade 107.3 89.7 109.4 117. 9 

--
-)nurcf': ::;amP HS T ah l P. 2.1. 
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There 'NCis a very large increase in the value of 

imports in 1974 (51.6~). The unit value index of imports 

re9i stered a 46 per cent increase in 1974 over 197 3. ·rhe 

volume of imports increased only by 4~. {'I'a.ble 2.11). 

There was a fourfold increase in the price Of oil in the 

world market in 1974. The effect of oil price increase 

was not only direct, .i.nclirect effects on other import 

prices such as shipping rates, plastics and fertilizers, 

also took their toll. The increase in petroleum prices 

and, the general world inflation in manufactured capital 

goods raised average import ~rices for Tanzania. Due to 

rise in value te.trns the share of petroleum in total 

imports increased from 10.8% in 1973 to 18.5}~ in 1974. 

(Table 2·12) Other categories which showed large 

increases in value terms ....ere chemicals and fertilizers, 

manufactured goods machinery and transport equipment. 

Late in 1973 the rains failed in several regions. 

By 197 4 the O.rought haci mten uf ied ana the out.t.lUt of 

maize, paddy and wheat fell. 'l'o bridge the ya wn.i.ng 

foodgrain deficit the government was compelled to irnpJrt 

large amounts of foodgrains in 1974 much of it at the 

8 '~aver and Ander wri, h·4 _. 



Table 2.11 

PER~ENTAGE CHANGE 

1976 19n-
_________ 

Experts 

value 9.8 -7.7 18.0 15.3 

Volume -:.u.s 6.7 9.0 -16.9 

Unit value 61.0 -13.5 8.3 38.7 

!mwrts 

Value 51.6 3.2 -17.9 16.6. 

Volume 3.7 -.2 -7.6 2.3 

Unit V~lue 46.2 3.4 -11.1 13.9 

--
Source: Same as Table ') ') -. -. 

Table 2.12 

lk ().d.e. 6~ C Omrn oc:t,t:r Sections (:_;. ~e_ oa \o*:O-t) 

1974 1975 1976 -1.977 ---
ExE!rts 

Food Beverage 
Tobacco J6.4 53.0 .. 5b.s 67.2 

Ra~ material 
fuel 39.0 2t).2 24.6 20.5 

.iue1s 10.5 5.6 4.3 3.2 

Manufact.ured 14.0 13.0 12 .l 9.0 

.!!&X>J.~-
Food,beverage, 
tobacco 18.3 18.0 8.1 8.7 

Raw material 
fuel 3. 7 3.9 5.8 4.3 

Fuels 18.5 10.8 18.6 13.3 

Ma nuf ac tured 59.5 6'7.8 67.5 73.1 
goods 

Source: Same n~ 1'ahle 2.3 
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'I' able 2·ll 

MAJOR FOODGRAlN IMPORTS 

-- ---
1973 1974 1975 1976 

Maize 
volume 34~50 2,535,451 2,995,1.13 l,5S6,4 70 

(in Guint4i?) 

value 1n 
shillin9 ·2,51,;3,324 JSJ,89~50 28S,73l.P5l 66,41J..,314 

Wheat 
volume 600,215 1_,571;562 30;761 
(_in e.u.i n "This) 

Value in 
shillin9 95,938,345 161,2;43,698' 4;76~584 

Rice 
volume C.in 80,582 71J.P96 639,813 87,923 

e.,l.L't l'\ tw.) 

Value lq230.,979 267;77~276 239480904 25,31~87-0 

---------------------------------------------------------------
S•1urce: Greeu, Hwegsi:re, Van .~roadie, Ecouomic 5hocks and 

National Policy Making in Tanzania (New York, Pergamon, 
1980) , pp .1-5 • 

Table 2.14 

'l'O'l'AL RECEla';:;) (in rnn.of 1980 
us $- ) 

______ .z;.l974_-=- 1275 1976 

JJl.65 Aici 148.87 

Source: Paul Collier, Aid and Economic P~rformance in 
Tanzania, 1988, p.25. 



higher commercial prices then prevailing in the world 

markets. The bulk of 1974-75 food imports was made up 

of maize, wheat and rice (Table 2.13). 

Due to rise in ~veral import cdteyories the 

import to ~1? ratio in this period increa:;.ed. (•rable 2·10) 

But the import bill in l97t behaved quite oi£fex-ently 

from the moderate increases 1n the total import quantities 

because of the IJrice i.ncrea~s o£ food grdins and 

petroleum products. 

The export value increased but the export volume 

(index) fell in 1974. 'l'he increase in value came mainly 

from increase in unit prices. The drought also took toll 

of Tanzania • s exports. Export volume of coffee, cotton 

and sisal declined by 31.6~, 16.5%, 18.77~ respectively 

ana overall export volume declined by 31.8 per cent 

(Table 2ell) • 

The share of Tanzanian eJ~ports in total INOrld 

exports declined as compared to the previous sub-periods. 

(Table 2.10). This decline coincided with the sharpest 

increase (61~ in export unit values in ·ranzania • s 

history, an increase resulting frcxn the massive surge in 
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wGrld commodity prices in 1974. ~ I he dec line in 

ex})Ort volune a sharply curtailed Tanzania • s benefits 

from the ~rld primary commodity price boom. The outcome 

was that despite the huge increase in the export prices, 

exports value index grew only by 9.87o bet'W3en 1973-74. 

(Table 2.11) • 

on the rest of the current account there was 

considerable improvement. 'l'he effect. of services and 

net transfers were positive and made the current account 

deficit smaller than the trade deficit in 1974. (Table 

2.10). And this current account deficit was financed 

by a massive depletion of foreign exchange reserves and 

recourse to IMF drawings. 

In 1975 impQrts rose in value terms. Unit value 

index rose by 3.47'~ and volume fell marginally by0.2~ 

Food imports continued to be heavy in first two thirds 

of the year taking off in the latter third as the 

improved W3ather in 1975 together with the gove.t"nmenes 

exhortative campaign to ~row more food o:f die" began tQ 

show results. Despite extremely tight contz.-ols on all 

other categorie& of import volume below the 1974 level, 

the total import bill increased by 3.27~ due to the 

import price rise. {Table ~ .11) • 



The decline in export in 1975 resulted from 

significant falls in unit prices of major export commodities. 

Export values fell by 7. 7o;.. The unl.t value index fell by 

13.5% and volume rose by 6.7% {Table 2.11). Out of the 

major export cz;ops there was a 12.7~ decline in the 

price of si·sal and the volume index of cotton fell by 

2 7"/ .. (C. U1. 1991) 

As a result of these movements the trade deficit 

widened to $t 297.1 mn. in 1975. Mov.ever, heavy inflow 

of grant, assistance food aid and improvement on services 

account kept the current account deficit from widening. 

The deficit was met through increased disbursement on 

project related aid and a massive infusion of programrne.. 

assistance including a $ 30 million world Bank programMe 

loan, further IMF drawing and multilateral assistance 

from the Arab l!"'und for Africa including multilateral 

and bilateral 9rants. (c.E.h., 1981) • 

In the remaining tW'O years o.C the sub-period· 

(1976,77) the effects of the drought were gradually 

reveraed and the higher price of oil.and oil derivatives 

were becoming background factor in a new trading 

situation. In 1976, the value o£ imports declined {in 



absolute terms and in terms of import tQ GU>P ratio). 

The fall was both in volume (7.0%) and value {ll.lr.) 

terms {Table 2.10). Xhis was brought about by the decline 

in foOd grain import from ,l8.l7e in 1975 to 8.1'7. in 1976 • 

The import of manufactured goocis (share) remained at the 

same level and that of fuels incre::~.sed ('l'a.ble 2 .12) • 

The exports on the othez.- hand LOse in both unit 

value (8.3%) and volume teLms (9%). Among the major 

expQrts there was a dramatic improvement in volume and 

unit value index of coffee ( 14 85Q and cot.ton {38.5%). 

Sisal, however, registered a decline both in volume and 

value terms. The share of Tanzania's export in total ~rld 

imports, however, remained the same. Terms of trade 

improved in 1976. {Table 2.10). 

These trends continued well into 1977, the 

terminal year of this sub-period. Imports rose more than 

exports widenlng the traoe deficit. But aid increases 

in this 1975-77 perioci leading to a current account 

deficit s:raaller than the trade deficits. Tte rise 1n the 

import bills was mainly due to the rise in unit values 

ra-theL· than volumes. The eXf>ort volume fell but prices 
I 

improved dramatically leaO;ing to im~rovement in te.ons of 

trade. {COffee prices rose by 92~~. cotton by 24% and 

s1 sal by 20rv). The foreign exchange reserve pe sition 
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improved dramatically by 1977 and the crisis mood was 

disappearing. 

1h.a.. Prices in this perio<i showed increase, especially 

in the cz:isis years 1974-75. l'he consumer price index 

rose by 19.2% and 26.51- respec"-ively. (Table 2.10). 

ln the remaining tWJ yeaz: s the I: ate of increase fell 
/ 

{6 .9%, 11.9~ as com~I:ed to t.he crisis years. 

Al temati ve Hyptlthe sis of BQ.li? 
Performance 

For the Balance of Payment crisi. s of 1974.:.75 

both extemal and intemal factoi:s w-ere held responsible. 

The quadrupling of oil prices in 1973 added to the imptrt 

bill. This difficulty w:ls compounded by the drought in 

1974 which resulted in a d~p in grain production in a 

period of rising foodgrain prices. The rise in the 

import is captured by the terms of trade effect, which 

certainly 'to.Orsened in 1974-75 period. Other forms of 

external shocks which we know from tlle J:)revious chapters!) 

are the slowdown in the growth of wor1<i trade and rise 

in ~terest rates. ln 1974·, ·~anzan~a -was • ranked • th~rd 

in the list of mOS"- severely affected economies. (Green~r, 

'.n•lF c:ondl.tional itt). l'here was a halt to increase in 

real per capita aia in 1974,-75. 



The external shocks that Tanzania suffered were 

estimated by several authors. we list tw such studies. 

Balassa and Mac earthy (1983) put the external shocks/ 

GNP ratio for ·ranzania at 0. 9~. I' he terms of trade 

effect was most important. 

Tanzania 
1974-78 
average 

External st~ TOl' 
effect ---
101 

X- volume 
effe££_ 

-6 

irate effect. 

5 

In the Helle.ine'tstuay {1986) in the 1973-75 period the 

observed deficit increase was estimated at. 2% of CiNP.TABLf-~·17 

The unfavourable excernal shoe!< was put at 4.6~ of the 

()Np. One would gather from existing literature that the 

country was buffeted by unfavourable terms of trade and 

rece ssionary external shocks in the 1973-75 period. ·rhe 

trends reversed in 1978 when the economy was hit by 

favourable shocks. 

However several internal problems were also 

pointed out. Salassa {1983) for instance argues that 

'Tanzania experienced internal tihocks in the form of 

economic ciisruptions result.ing f.rom gove.rnrnent pol.i.cies• . 
in this period. 

Micha.fJl LOfcnie {1976) also .olames the ec~nomic 

policies of we government .cor tne economic crisis o£ 
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1970s. He cioes not accept the argwnent t.hot the severe 

dro,ught coatinuea in 1974. He presents data to SUfiport 

his argument that in 1974 rainfall wa~ well within 

nc1rma lly ade(luate amounts. 'I' he cause of the crisis w::lS 

a series of bad policies - prima.t.lly ctle attempts to 

e1 stabli sh communal ag I:icul ture in the Uj amma villages 
' . 

(1973) and the failure to encourages production of 

traditional export crops. 

A third llne of thought suggests that the crisis 

was primarily brought on by drought. Villagization played 

some role, but it is hard to quantify the irnract. It 

accepts that there was no effort to increase exports, and 

in fact export volume fell as resources were shifted from 

export crops to food crops in response to the problem of 

food imports. This exacerbated another problem i.e. 

sluggish exports. Hence role of both external, internal 

factgr s is highlighted in the ~r senlng of the Ealan:::e 

of Payments in 1974-75. 

In the 1976/77 perioa the economy was hit by 

'favourable shocks' in the form of higher coffee vrices..-. 
Tanzania's major ellport and return of <;POd weather. 

The aid position also improved as a lagged response to 

the 1974/75 crisis. (Green et el.). 
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·rhe general approach taKen was heavily influenced 

by the goals of soc~alism and self-reliance, the avowed 

objective of the Arusha Declaration. ~pecitically, the 

government attempted to shiela the v.eaker groups in the 

s:>ci.ety from the costs of scaoilizii t.ion while continuing 
9 

the developnent programwts. '.i'he authors of the U~lJ? study 

have laid out the policy inst.rurnencs of che staoilization 

programme. 

The policy instru.:nents on the demand side. 

ranged from fi seal and monetary to exchange rate changes. 

Restrictions on credit increases were imposed but the 

money supply grew in this period and the government 

argued that the expansion of the money supply was an 

effect of the increase in import prices ana higher 

produce~ prices for food. A moderate curtailment of 

public investment, particularly of infrascructure 

pro]8cts with long gestation ~riods was enunciated but 

the government was not successful in showiny the growth 

of government expenditure, aeficit financing and heavy. 

borrowing from banKiny sectors. 
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The main instrument, however, was import control. 

In mid 1974 the government increased import controls on 

consumer goods (excluding food) and industrial raw 

materials. As the crisis v.orsened, imtx:>rt licencing was 

tightened even more significantly. Gasoline and 

electricity prices were allowed to rise to reflect 

increased costs, and food prices were increased. One 

year wa9e freeze was imposed a;fter the increase in 1974. 

'l'anzania devalued its shilling by llt. in October 

1975, but the ~ authors point out that this should be 

seen as rela-ced more to the cbmestic management operations 

than to international balance considerations. 

On the supply side ,the 90a1_s of the government 

were to increase the output and exp3.nd export earnings 

and production of non .traditional exports. The major 

policy instruments used tNere 1 increase in producer 

prices for food crops and redirecting government invest-

ment. The government restructured its development budget 

by redirecting its expenditure to the directly productive 

sectors such as agriculture, industry and mining. 

'l'he government als:> sought to mo.oilize ext.ernal 

finance. In 1974, Tanzania receivea commitments of loans 

10 oell and Lawrence (1980) too list ·ranzania among 
the countries wh.i.ch met the 1974-75 crisis bycut 
in the imports. 
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on soft te.tms and also multilateral assistance, but 

there was a surge in disbursement only in the 1975-77 

period. From 1974-75 to 1976-77, l'anzania utilized its 

special drawing rights (SDits), gold tranche, first credit 

tranche, oil facility and compensatory iinancing facility. 

Drawings and trust fund credits ~-e·re abvut + 75 

million, or 7~ of total external resuurce transfer over 

this period (but about 17.5~ in 1974-75). 

These were ail low conaitionallty facilities 

available on aemonstration of valance of payment need. 

Negotiations over 1975-76 to wards a seconci credit tranche 

drawing petered out early in 1977. There were differences 

over app.tapriate oome stic Expans~on (DeE) ceilings, 

with Tanzania arguing that the proposed .Dvl.E' trigger level 

would abort sustained recovery of real output by 

prevemting adequate expansion of productive w:>rking 

sector capita1.11 

To sum up the developments in the 1974-77 period 

it can be suggested that overall economic performance 

was passing through rough weather and so was the Balance 

of Payments. Imports in this period rose .ln value teili\s 

'11 Green, R.H., "Political-Economic Adjustment and 
IMF Conditionality : Tanzania, 1974-81"• in 
Williamson (ed.), IMF Conditionality t 1983. 
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as well as~volume teDns (due to increase in food imports) 

Exports vollime index however showed poor performance. 

And despite tremendous increase in unit value index 

in 1974 and 1977 the economy~because of weak supply side~ 

(reflected in poor export performance) could not cash on 

the export price boom. 

According to the existing literature the 

economy was buffeted by both external and internal problems. 

The government policy response ranged from import control~ . . . 
Monetary ana fiscal controls on the demand side and price 

incentive to agr~cutture sector \food crops) en the· 

supPly side. lt .. .. resorted to devaluation aoo tried 

to mobilize external finance. 

The Balance of Payment situation started showing 

improvement in the rest tv.o years of the sub-period but 

it is argued that it could have not been possible without 

the lagged aid increase (in response to 1974-75 crisis) 

.and coffee price boom. 
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CRISIS REVISI'l'S 1 BALANCE OF PAYt£NTS IN 
T~ZAN IA -- 1978-84 

~Jrief overview of Overall 
Economic Performance 

In this period the economy was pushed further into 

crisis and su:cessive years of Balance of Payments 

problem. The economy was beset by maJor problems of 

falling prodUction in agricul t.ure iinu industry. .t'er capita 

GOP fell by 100re than 10,_ over 1960-~2. 'I' he \NOrri some 

tx-end was the declJ.ne in output 01: the productive sect.or. 

Over 1978-82 output in agx-iculture fell by 2.8% and in 

manufactux-ing by 16.6~. On the other hand output in 

services continued to 9row at 5 .s~. Trends in National 

ACcounts with oth& data on falling exports and crop 

procurement indicate a continued trend of the shift of 

output away from the monetax-y to the informal economy}2 

Agricultux-e continued to dominate the economy., 

accounting for 50% of GDP and SO% of export earnings. But 

after 1978 the pex- capita agricultural production did not 

.k.eep pace '-Vith the pGpulation growth. Out of the food 

crops, nar.k.eted output of maize inc rea sea but that of x- ice 

12 Figures have oeen taken from country Economic 
Memorandum, 1984. 
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and W'leat fell. The performance of export crops has been 

poor. Out put of cashews, cotton and sisal has declined 

steadily over the decade of 70 • s. coffee and tobacco CJutp\..l.l 

have stagnated, but there has been some growth in tea and 

pyrettu:um prodUction. 

The manufacturing output fell from lOY. to 51• of 

GDP over 1979-82 perioa. consumer goods industries 

dOminate the structure of production and a considerable 

degree of import substitution has been achieved in a 

numbeL of industries, but the industrial sector is still 

depenaen~ heavily on imported inputs. 

~nee of Payments 'l'rends 

DUring 1978, liberalisation of imports was 

attempted on a bzoad·front in line with the 1977-78 

and 1978-79 foreign exchange plans. Tre plans ~;ere 

aiming at reducing the earlier compression of imports, 

thus stimulating continued growth to allow restoration 

of real personal consumption and to create the capacity 

for ex~rt expansion. The irnpa.ct on balance of paynents 

was drastic. 

Trade account deficits ~~Le especidlly large in 

1978 and 1980 and so were the cur1.·ent account deficits 
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1978 1979 1980 198r---1982- 1983 1984 -- --
Trade account in mn 
us $ (a+b} -516.5 -415.0 -581.5 -372.2 -539.1 -333.5 - 38.7 

Merchandise exPorts 
(FOB) mn us $ (a) 476 .o 545.7 507.7 689.1 412.9 318.7 372.9 

Merchandise imports -992.5 -960.7 -1089.1 -1061.3 -951.0 712.2 -758.6 (FOB) mn us $- (b) 

CUrrent account 
deficit -473.3 -.3"46 .5 -433.7 -111.9 -380.9 -196 .o -214.5 

~ficit/CiDP (~n '/o) - 11.3 7.8 a.5 2.9 6.1 3.9 3.8 

share of major 
e.xports in total 
exports(_ lvl %) 50.9 47.9 41.6 47.1 47.9 55.2 53.8 

Imports/GoP(~ ~~) 27.3 25.0 24.47 19.8 18.03 12.9 15.2 

F~ sea 1 .oef ici t/GDP 6.0 - 11.4 9.6 7.5 - 9.5 6.4 5.2 
( \.¥\ "j.) 

Foreign exchange 
reserves in mn lJs ~ 89 63.3 20.8 16.5 4.4 19.2 27.6 

Non -Gold Reserve to 
.7 1.4 Import Ratio(!', weefl~ 8.0 3.7 2·6 1.0 .s 

~f oNPoArs) 

Money supply changes 13.5 39.2 30.6 22.4 4.3 14.3 8.5 
(_-Ln %) -- --

Table conta ••• n/page 



Table 2.l~nt~s ••• 
1978 1979 

CPI Changes(~%) 11.3 13.8 

Terms of Trade 109.2 114.7 

share of exports in 
total imports .4 .03 

(world) 

Source: Same as Table 2.1. 

1980 

30.3 

100.0 

.03 

- 18 1 L 

l98l 

25.6 

.03 

1982 198T 1984 

27.1 27.1 35.3 

.02 .02 



" Chanae 1978 

Export.§ 

Value -6.0 
Volume - 7.0 
Unit Value 1.4 

jmpgrts 

Value 53.8 
Volume 25.6 
Unit Value 22.4 

~ 

~~-
Food,beverage,tobacco 63.5 

Raw rna te.x:ia1 s exclu-
ding fue!s 21.6 

Fuels 2.3 

Manufactured goods 12.5 

l!!!E2U§ 
Food,beverage,tobacco 5.7 

Raw rna~eria1s exclu-
ding fuels 3 .a 
Fuels 11.1 

Manufactured goods 79.4 

Source: Snrne as Table 2. 1. 
Note nata s nu rces used ~-d for period be yo nil fie 

1979 

4.4 
5.0 
-.6 

-3 •• 
-13.3 

11.3 

change in 

58.3 

19.2 

3.3 

19.1 

3.5 

J.1 

13.8 

79.5 

"'t)9 J 

Tab1e_1.16 

1980 1981 

2.8 11.1 
-12.9 

18.0 

13.8 -6.5 
-2.0 
16.2 

Total Expo~ 

55.9 

23.5 

4.9 

15.6 

12.1 

;..7 

21.0 

6.4.2 

--
not co n t a i n 
1980. 

fifures 

1982 1983 1984 

-21.0 -17.0 -8·8 

-3.8 -29.1 -15.3 
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in absolute te.tm.& anci as a percentage o~ GDP. The 

current account deficit however declined in the latter 

part of this sub-period. (Table 2.15). 

Imf)Orts regi steJ:ed a large increase in volume 

terms (25.6%) in 1978, however, in 1979 and 198D volume 

of imports fell (Table 2.16} -- The unit prices retained 

the upwar<i tx·ena. Fuel im~~ats regi stexed maximum 

increases due to price increa~e {share rose from 13.8% 

in 1979 to 21~ in 1980). Manufacturing goods imports 

share which were 79. 4~ in 1978 fell to 64.2 /u in 1980. 

l'he country imported all its oil and capital goods 

requirement. ln addition it haa to import substantial 

quanti ties of food grain as a result of drought in 

1980-81. In this pe.tiod, food imports aroounted to 10% 

of the total imports. In 1979 there was a second round 

of oil price increases, 1n Tanzania there were successive 

drou9hts. All the above factors are said to have 

contributed in the rise of import bills in this ,period. 

Since 1978 there has been cut down on certain categories 

of imports especially on manufactured goods and chemicals. 

Exports volume declined in 1978 and 1980 mainly 

due to decline in volume of major exports, cotton, sisal, 



coffee. This trend continued till 1984. Ho~ver unit 

value index \J'lich fell in 1980-82 perioa rose subsequently. -\he 

share of Tanzania's ex~rts in total \<\Orlci irn.PQrts also 

fell in this period (Table 2.15 and 2.16). 

Although _Tanzania • s export structure is somewhat 

more ciivereified than before(seven cormrodities -- coffee, 

cotton, cloves, sisal, fibre and cordag and twine)~ 

cashews (nut & kunels), tea and tobacco-- still accounted 

for more than two thirds of the total export earnings in 

1980 • Export of these seven comrnoai ties fell • cloves, 

sisal ana cashews recorded the shar~st falls while 

coffee and cotton made the largest contLibutions to the 

overall decline in export volumes, The only major 

comiiDditie s to rise v.ere tea ana. t obdca,. ( CE1"1, 1984) • 

The disappointing performances of 'l'anzania • s 

major primary exports reflects the generally declining 

production Of cash crops fi.Offi t.he mid-60 1 S and especially 

since 1973, production of cotton, sisal and cashewnuts 

has fallen over this period. While coffee production, 

has fluctuat~d· without any increase in the trend. Only 

production of tea anci tobacco has risen substantially 

over the past decades. 

The effect of aid w:i s to reduce the current 
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account deficit but since 1978 the volume of aid bas 

stallnated in nominal value. According to Paul Collier 

(1988, p.23) in the 1970's Tanzania has been among the 

highest recipients of aid per capita in the world. But 

aid flows which rose rapidly in the 1970's fell rapidly 

in the 1980 1s. He argues that the aid boom \vas largely 

endogenous to Tanzanian policies, which first induced 

an upsur,-e in receipts and then induced donar discour

agement. 

Two political stance adopted by President Nyerere 

probably account for Tanzania's successful increase in 

its market share during the 1970 1s. His effective 

leadership of the Frontline states made the country inter 

nationally influential and attract~d aid. His domestic 

policy shift, particularly the post-Arusha Declaration 

commi tlllP. nt to poverty alleviation, self rei i a nee and 

socialism appealed to the Scandivian countries and led to 

a surfiet in aid. Both theRe phenqrnena were intrinsically 

transitory. After the Zimbabwe settlemt>ont President 

Nyerere became less influential internationally and during 

the 1980's Scandinavism countries became more cautious 

about their aid policies. Also the severe deterioration 

in the economy of the early 1980's caused a disillusion 

in the do oar community. 

To finance the increased current account deficit 

after the second oil shock, 'ranzania increased its reliance 
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on supplier's credit financing, drew down reserves and 

began to accumulate external payment arrears. Despite 

the support from doners and cut backs in th(' volume of 

imports by 32% between 1977-82 Tanzania has exhausted its 

reserves and has accumulated arrears on import payments • 

(CEM, 198.(). 

The arrears on its merlium and long term debt, the 

build up of sup~lier's credit obligation, the need to make 

repurchases to the IMl" and_ the fact that many I oans 

incurred in the early 1970.'s began to fall due, contributed 

to an increase in debt service payments from$ 50 mn. in 

1979 to $ 150 million in 1982 and an increase in the debt 

service ra.tio from 10% to 20% over this period. If 

repurchases 1 rom the IMF are inc 1 uded, the.debt service 

ratio rises to 25% in 1982. Arrears on MLT debt were 

estimated at $ 55 million in 1983. (CEM, 1984). 

The reserve position was quite comfortable at the 

end of 1977. Gross reserves stood at over $ 300 million 

or five months of imports; by the end of 1978 they had 

fallao to less than tno months of imports • .Since then the 

reserve po sitioo has deteriorated further - at Ule end 

of 1983 gross reserves stood at $ l~~lmillion or five days 

of imports. 
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Prices since 1979 accelerated to around 28~ per 

annum as measured by the National Consumer Price index 

But the actual estimates of inflation may be underestimated 

because of a :flbriving informal sector in the economy. 

(CEM, 1984). 

Alternative Hypothesis of Sources 
Balance of PSiment Problems 

Both external and domestic factors were held 
' 

responsible for the Balance of Payments.problem in •ranzania 

for this period. The external shocks include four years of 

drought, the rise in the price of energy, the break up of 

the East African Community {EAC) -- which meant that 

Tanzania had to build and pay for whole ne"' structure of 

civil aviation, locomotive repair shops, an earth satellite 

for the telecommunication system and a central service for 

posts and telegraphsj the costs of the Ugandan uar, tbe 

collapse in comnndity prices and the rise in the price of 

essential imports. (CEM, 1984). Estimate for the external 

shocks and domestic policy responses are given in the 

following Table. (~·17) 

Among the domestic factors the 1978 liberalization 

of imports were held responsible for the 1978 deficit 

increase which led to foreign exchange reserves falling to 

about$ 89 million. For the decline in agricultural exports 
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Table 2.17 

' DECOMPOSI'riON OF SOURCES OF EX'fEl~'IJAL SHOCK 
AND DOMES'riC POLICY RESPONSE IN 'fANZANIA 1978-82 

1973-75 1973-78 1978-Sl 

Observed Deficit Increase 2.0 4.0 -a.o 
External Sbocks: 

Total 4.6 -3.6 a.u 
Terms of 'frade 3.4 -3.4 8.8 

Interest Rate -0.1 -0.1 0.2 

World Trade 1.3 -0.1 -0.1 

Otber external 
variables -3.7 -3.7 1.0 

Domestic Policl Action 

Total 1.2 11.6 -12.7 

Domestic Spending 

Consumption -0.2 2.2 -2.6 

Investment -0.9 0.2 0.4 

Export Ratio -2.6 12.7 -5.4 

Import Ratio -2.1 -3.6 -5.2 

Residual o.o -0.2 -0.2 

Source: G.K.Helleiner, World Development, 1986. 
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structural and incentive problems in the sector were held 

responsible. Fiscal trends deteriorated in this period 

mainly due to the Ugandan war of 1978/79. Trends in the 

budget closely reflect the deterioration in the ext~rnal 

account with which they are.interrelated. 

Policy Response 

Attempts were nade to resolve the crisis. First 

through the National Economic Survival Programme (NESP) 

(1981-82), then through the s true tura 1 Adj us true nt 

Programme (1982-85). 

The government formulated NESP in 1981 aimed at 

reviving exports and increasing industrial output from 

existing capacities. However, at the end of the period 

most targets of NESP were not achieved. If anything 

most variables (e.g. exports, industrial output) moved 

in the opposite direction to t6e one projected. 

The Structural Adj us tm nt Programme (1982-85) was 

formulated by a team of foreign and local experts and it 

addressed the issues of restructuring economic activity 

and rehabilitation of the econon~. As a result of SAP 

the followiQ€ major actions were taken 

(1) The atricultural policy was formulated, discussed 

and adopted in 1983.. 'l'his resulted in greater attention 

to agriculture in terms of in,creased allocation, increased 
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producer prices, introduction of cooperative and marketing 

boards in place of crop authorities and prompt payments 

to farmers at the time of crop pro cur emen t. 

(ii) The fast growing public administration and expendi-

ture were addressed in comprehensive studies carried out 

by the Presidential Commissions, one on the parastatal 

sector and another on government expenditure. The results 

of these studies led to the rationalization of several 

parastatal and disbandin~ of others and to restructuring 

of government ministries and cutting various expenditures 

by the government. 

(iii) Export incentive schemes were designed "'ith a view 

to increasing exports. The rebate scheme, export retention 

scheme, export credit guarantee, concessional interest 

rates for production of exports, etc. 

(iv) Devaluation of the shilling (12 in 1982 to 17 in 

1985 shilling to US $), decontrol prices of several items 

as administering of prices was creating difficulties. 

The measur~s outlined above mainly addressed to 
13 

the supply side. 

13 Samuel Wangwe in Kjell, J. llavnevic (ed.), 

"IMF and World Dank in Africa~ 1987. 
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On the demand side, the data for Tanzania reveal 

a pattern identical to that of other low-income sub

Saharan economies with the burden of Adjustment falling 

heavily,. On import, Jhe 1982 level of imports was not 

sufficient for the normal functioning of the economy 

(70% of what it was in 1970). 

The demand pressure generated via the fiscal 

deficit is mainly attributed to the growth in expenditures 

in the form of transfers to cover the operating losses 

of the parastatalS. As the government was successful in 

containing the growth in the wage bill by holding down 

the growth of public sector employment and freezing 

wages and salaries. High developm mt exp enui tures are 

also not the cause of high deficit increase as they 

declined in this period. Money supply also increased in 

this period. 

As far as relation with IMF is concerned, the 

period 1977-78 was marked not only by relatively relaxed 

relations but also by IMF (and World Bank) advice to relax 

foreign exchange budgeting (import allocations by category 

and major user). This advice was adopted in 1977 as the 

beverage boom began to recede, and the relaxation was 

maintained through much of 1978 altho 1.1gb the external 
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balance turned sharply negative. 'fhe period of 1974-76 

bad been marked by severe import compression (perhaps 

30..4~) in relation to GDP in real terms). Some import 

relaxation was needed- and some was begun in 1976 in 

respect to indus trial and agriculture import ann spares. 

But the 1917 advise was for import 1 evels that could not 

possibly have been sustained unless the beverage price 

boom was viewed the new norm, 1\cross the board liber

al i zat ion filtered away sub stari t ial su nlS on non priority 

consumer goods imports. 

In early 1979 an interim program was agreed, 

involving use of ~he bala nee of the fund credit tranche, 

compensatory facility drawing, and trust fund resources 

De valuation was recommended. N ego tia tions over a 

programme consisting of devalunt ion I'lomi nal wage freeze, 

abolition of price management, higher interest rates and 

relaxation of import controls broke down in 1980. 

Further negotiation in 1981 over an extended 

facility reached a deadlock. The IMF policy package was 

a standard one with devaluation, increase in interest 

rates, wage freeze dismantling of price control, domestic 

credit ceilings and reduction in renl government recurrent 

expenditure. 
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The Tanzanian side ar€;ued tb<tt devaluation and 

interest rate adjustment were irrelevant to the current 

account balance in real terms, as import reduction was 

undesirable and barriers to increasing exports, at least 

in the short and meUum runs. It doubled the fiscal 

gain :from devaluation because its analysis suggested 

rapid c~ncellation by inflation and a potential built 

in spir&l: effect.14 These issues will be further 

discussed in detail in the light of the findings of 

this study later on. 

Thus at the end of this period the economy 

faced crisis in the external sector which as suggested by 

the existing literature could have been because of external 

and domestic factors as hypothesized in the existing 

literature. 

The economy tried to meet the crisis by supply 

side and demand side neasures and bad bitter relation with 

the IMF. The decline in aid and severe import co nt ro 1 1 as 

suggested in the literature were two worrisome trends. 

14 Green R. in Williamson (ed.), "IMF Conrtitionality", 
1983, pp.357-60. 



Chapter - III 

ANALYSIS 0 F EX'rERNAL AND INTERNAL CAUSES 
1973-1984 

The present chapter attempts at an analysis of 

external and internal causes in the 1973-84 period. The 

external sector was fairly problem free in the 1961-76 

period. Problems on the external account emerged only 

since 1970. This was discussed in the previous chapter. 

Alternative hypothesis of the causes of BOP worsening in 

1968-73 period were also elaborated. But the 1961-73 

period only serves as a back-drop. And it throws some 

light on the long term, underlying trends in the economy. 

In the 1973-84 period the Balance of Payments difficulty 

ot the country grew and the present chapter restricts the 

analysis to this period only. This period is also of 

greater interest because external factors emerged 

compounding the Balance of Payments difficulty in the 

country. 

To analyse the causes, first a decomposition model 

is used to reveal the movements in both external and 

domes tic explanatory factors and how they had af feet ed 

the current account position in this period. 1 

1 The decomposition model bas been adapted trow G.K. 
Hell ei ne r, "Balance of Payments Ex peri enc e and Growth" 
Prospects of Developing Countries: A Synthesis, 
World Development, 1986, pp.877-908. 
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In the methodology employed in this study external 

factors are categorized as terms of trarte deterioration, 

interest rate shocks and retardation of world trade 

growth. All are measured as percentages of actual GNP. 

A furtb er deter mi. nant of the current account position is 

the burden of accumulated debt, the impact on the current 

account of the increase in external borrowing since the 

last accounting period, this too is expressed as a 

percentage of GNP (and forms a part of the <other external 

vari abies'). 

Domestic policy responses are divided into 

changes in 'domestic spending • and changes in trade 

ratios-- the former are made up of the consequences of 

reduction in gross investment and in aggrefate 
dr"Jd the \ ~.t tt e Y' of 

consumption_,;. Changes in export ratios (national export 

shares in world markets) and those in the import ratios 

(import coefficient of domestic spending)-and are. 

expressed as a percentage of actual G~P. Allowing for 

interaction terms and errors, the sum of the_measures 

of external shocks, other external variables and domestic 

policy response should add up to the actuaL changes in 

the ratio of the current account deficit to GNP. 
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The .Decomposition of the DeficiLQ.a, 
current 1££Q.~* 

'l'he current account deficit (including unrequitea 

transfer) at time t, in <iomestic currency, is initially 

expressed as the dit.terence bet....een im!)Qrts of goods and 

non-factor services {N.i!~.J), lvl, plus net factor services to 

abroad, V, and exports of gooas ano N~,~, E, f,)lus net 

unrequited transfers from abroad 'l' : 

O(t) = M(t) + V{t).- E{t) - T(t) ( 1) 

Imports and exports are then expressed as the 

product of price and volume indices (the latter in constant 

1980 domestic currency prices): 

M(t) = Pm{t), J{t) ( 2) 

E{t) = Pt(t), X(t) {3) 

Data are not generally available for a decomposition of 

import coefficients. Hence, an overall coefLicient (j) 

is assumed to .telate the import volume to real oome stic 

absorption (A)', whl.ch is di video into real con sum,t.)tion plus 

real gross aomestic ca~ital ~o.rmaLion ' 

J ( t) = j ( t) 1 A ( t) 

A(t) = C(t) +I(t) 

( 4) 

(S) 

L.A.Vita and E.Ba.cha, w:>.rla Developnent, 1986, 
pp.902-93. 



An overall export coeff .l.c.ient relates the ex,t)Ort volurre to 

the real value of world trade (W): 

X{t) = x{t). W(t) (6) 

het fac to.r s:r vices "t.O ao.L·oao d.re o.i v.l.deo ~nto net 

.interest to abroad (V~), other net inve~t.ment .income to 

abroad ( Vd) , ano net t,arker•. s rem.i ttance s from abroad (R) • 

Net .interest .l.n dOmestic cu.rrency .is then expressed as the 

~roduct of the current dollar interest rate (percent per 

year) (t) multiplied by the net stock of foreign debt at 

the end of the previous year {F) with t~ latter expressed 

.in domestic currency by use of the current year average 

domestic currency/dollar exchange rate; 

V(t) = Vi(t) + Vd{t) - R(t) 

Vi(t)= ~tt) F(t-l) 

('l) 

(8) 

If (2) - (8) are substi tuteCi in { 1) and tne result di v.l.ded 

by GNP in current domestic prices {divi~on by potential 

GNP not l:eing possible owing to lack of appropriate data), 

the e results 1 

- - ~ D(t)/Y(t) = j(t) pm(t) L C(t)/Z(t) + l(t)/Z(t)_l 

+ }'(t) F(t-1)/Y(t) + Vd (t)/Y(t) 

- R{t)/Y(t) - x(t).px{t). W(t)/Z(t) 

- T(t)/Y (t) (9) 



Where natiou.:i.l income .l.n cuLr:ent prices is e\.iua.l to 

the proauct of real na.tional inco~e and the implicit 

deflator of ~P a 

y ( t) - p y { t) • z ( t) 

and where 

fm(t) =Pm(t)/Py(t) 

px(t) =Px(t)/Py(t) 

( 10) 

{11) 

{12) 

The final formula is obtained taking first differencesih 

equation (9) 

d(D(t)/Y(t)) = j(s). (C(s))/Z(s), qpn(t) 

+ j (s), l(s)/Z(s). ciprn {t) 

- x ( s) 0'\ s) ) • dpx ( t) + l!' ( s-1) • dr ( t) 
Z(s) Y(s) 

- x(s) px{s) Q.(W{t)) + r(s) d(F(t}l)) 
~(t) Y(t 

+ d~W. ·.- d('L'(-tll 
Y< t) 'i'(t) 

- diT(1;)) 
Y(t) 

+ j{s), pn(s).d(~) + j(s) pm(s).d(I(t)) 
Z(t) ~(t) 

+ pm{s).~ll.. dj{t)- Px(s).ill.§ll,dx(t) 
Z ( s) Z ( s) 

+ interaction terms 

where the symbol d. l:efore a variable inaicate s the change 

in the value of this variable between each yedr in the 1973-78 

(or 78-8·'+) period and the 1973 (or (1978)) base year, and 
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where the symbol s indicates the year for the "''eights of 

the decomposition te.ons. E~uation (13) was calculated 

three times, s teing res~ctively the current year the ba.se 

year ana Q simple average of the two. 'l'ne results reported 

above are those employing the average of the current year 

and the base year. 

With the changes of sJ.gns appropriate to their 

demomination, the terms in (13) are identified in w:>rksheet 

by the following exp~essions ' 

variation in the current account deficit ratio to GNP 

between final year and base year (1973 or 1978) = terms of 

trade deterioration + interest rate shocks + retard~tion of 

worla trade growth + buraen of debt accumulation + change in 

airect investnent inc&me - change in worker• s remittances 

change in unrequited transfers + consumption contrac~ion 

+ investment reduction + import replacerrent - export 

penetration + interaction eifec'ts ana adding up errors. 

In the TableJ·l ana.J2 tne buraen o.t aebt accumulation 

ana changes in direct investment income, v.orker• s remittances 

ana unrequited transfers ..ere consolidatea a~ "other external 

variables•. 

symbols and Data -

The data for the variables entering equations (l-10) 
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came from country J?Ciye s oi WJr la .ba.nk, WO.rla I'aole s and 

WiF ,( t inancial statistics. ·rhey are as .tol.J.ows ' 

M - Imports of goods and .NFS at current domestic currency 

prices ( DCP) • 

V - Factor payments to ab.toaci 'net) at LCP. (Taken from 

l«)rld Tables directly) • 

E - Exports of goods and NFS at DCP. 

T - Net current transfers from abroad at DCP. 

D- current account deficit including transfers at DCP. 

calculated accordin9 to equation ( 1) • 

J - Imports of goods and NFS at 1980 DCP. 

x- Ex,tX)rts of goods and .Nl:'~ at 1980 DCP. 

Pm= DOmestic current price inaex of imports with 198U = 
l.o.calculated according to e~uation (2). 

Px- Domestic currencY price inaex of exi,JOrt.s with 1980 = 
l.O .calculated accora.ing to el1uat:.ion (3). 

j - Import content of d>mestic absorption at 1980 DCP 

calculated according to equation (4). 

c - sum of government ana private consumption at 1980 DCP. 

I - Gross capital Fonnation at 1980 oc.:P. 

A - Gross oornestic absorption at 1980 DCP. calculated 

according to equation (5). 

W- WOrld exports of goods and services expressed in .. _,_-. 
80- DCP. 



·rak.en tLom l.Ml!.,-lF~ nnnual tea.roook 198o in billions of 

current dollars and changeci into 1980 dollars by using 

US GNP deflator {1980 = 100) ana in~DCP by the Ug:! of the 

conversion factor {dollar/ shilling exchange rate}f..or 1980) • 

x - Market share in world exports at 1980 DCP. calculated 

according to equation (6). 

Vi- Net interest payments to abroad in ~, taken directly 

from w:>rld Bank w:>rld Tables. 

R- Net v.orker' s remittances from abroad at DCP (World ·rables). 

Vd- Net direct invescment income to abroad at DCP. l'his was 

calculated as the resi<iua.l in equation {7). 

{y)-DJllar rate of interest. Ca.lculatea .implicitly as the 

ratio bet~en interest payments in year ( t} and debt 

outstanding - Qisbursed at the eno of year t-l, (~rld 

Tables). 

F - Net foreign debt at the end of year. 

\t-1) expressed in domestic currency by use of the average 

domestic currency/dollar exchange rate in year t. 

calculated implicitly using e~uation {8). 

Y -GNP at DCP. 

Z -GNP at 1980 DCP. 

Py-lmpl ici t GOP deflator ( = till> 
Z(t) 

Results of the decomposition exercise are reported 

in Table 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Table -31 

DECOMPOSITION OF SOURCES OF EXTERNAL SHOCK AND DOMESTIC 
POLICY RESPONSE IN TANZANIA (BASE YFAR = 1973) 

(As percentage of actual GNP) 

§Xp!anatory Factors t 1974 1975 1976 197f 1978 

Total of all external* 
factors .74 .82 -7.25 -10.19 -9.33 

Terms of trade det~xio-
ration 7.42 5.95 1.86 .5 - .08 

Interest rate sbocks -.06 -.11 -,15 -.29 -·37 

Retardation of world 
trade growtb -6.62 -5.02 -8.96 -10.4 

Burden of accumulated 1= 
debt and other external 
variables like changes 
in direct investment -1.96 -3.84 -2.0 -3.18 
income workers remitt-
ance and transfer 
payment 

Domestic Policy Action+ 13.13 

Domestic Gross Invest
,-ment 

Spending Consumption 

Trade Ra ios ' 
Export ratio ll 
Import ratio ,.,., 

Total of all expla
natory variables 

Adding up error and 
interaction teras 

Observed deficit 
increase 

1.0 

• 96 

14.05 
-2,88 

11.9 

-5.4 

6.42 6.37 13.09 

.05 .35 1.39 

.79 -,34 -.34 

9.79 13.96 20.49 
-4.21 -7.6 -8.46 

3.42 -2.8 - .3 

- .99 -3.2 -6.0 

-8.87 

-3.55 

18.74 

1.79 

5.86 

- .73 

5.13 
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Table 3.2 

DECOMPOSITION OF SOURCES OF EXTERNJd. SHOCK AND DOMESTIC POLICY 
RESPONSE IN TANZAi'HA AS PFllCEN'rAGE OF AC'IUAL GNP 

. Exp1ana tory Factors 

Total of external shocks 

Terms ot Tra(l e deterioration 

Interest rate shocks 

Retardation of World trade growth 

Burden of accumulated debt and other 
external variables like changes in 
direct investment income, worker's 
remittance and transfer payments. 

Domestic Policy Action 

Domestic spending 

Gross Investment 

Consumption 

(Base Year-1978) 

1979 1980 

1.55 -13.95 

3.87 -10.87 

.2 .28 

-2.52 -3.36 

-.28 2.44 

-3.91 11.15 

.38 -.57 

-1.48 

1981 

-15.81 

-13.83 

.12 

-2.10 

4.67 

5.15 

-.18 

.75 

1982 

-15.48 

-14.58 

.13 

-1.03 

3.18 

2 .37Z,. 

-.061 

.59 

1983 

-15.08 

-12.22 

.04 

-2.9 

3 .49 

1.08 

-.67 

Contd ••• n/page 

1984 

-17.79 

-10.69 

-.05 

-7.05 

3.67 

8.82 

-1.0 

1.6 



Table 3.2 continues •.• 
Explanatory Factors 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

=---~~~--~--~-----

Trade Ratios 

Export ratios 2.70 4.0 .3 2.28 5.75 

I rnport Ratios -5.51 5.44 4.28 -.43 -4.4 

Adding up Errors and Interaction Terns .22 1.12 2.06 5.5 4.25 

Total of All Explanatory Factors -2.64 -.34 -5.99 -9.92 -10.51 

Observed Deficit Increase -2.42 .78 -3.93 -4.42 -6.26 

Notes to Table 3.1 and 3.2 

-*A positive sign denotes an adverse external shock, sucb .as a terms-of-trade 
deterioration, an interest rate increase, or a deceleration of world trade. A 
negative sign denotes a favorable external shock. 

11.65 

-3.4:3 

2.42 

-5.31 

-2.89 

~A positive si~n denotes an unfavorable movement of other external variables, such as a 
net accumulat~on of foreign indebtedness between the beginning and tbe end of the period. 
A negative sign denotes a favorable movement of otber external variables. 

TA positive sign denotes a deficit-increasing policy action. A negative sign denotes a 
deficit-reducing policy action. 

tf A positive sitn denotes an expansion of domestic spending, which increases the deficit. 
A ne~ative sign denotes a contraction of domestic spending, which reduces the deficit. 

[A positive sign denotes a movement of the trade ratios which increases the deficit. 
A negative sign denotes that the trade ratios moved to reduce the deficit. 

\\A positive sign denotes a reduction of the exports to world trade ratios. A negative 
sign denotes an increase of the export ratio. 

- ....-A positive sign denotes an increase of the import content of domestic spending. A 
negative sign denotes a recuction of the import ratio. 

ne>te: ulrove si8"S l,ofclltor- iaEL~ l·2. t'uo 



1973-78 Period 

The first group extern.al shocks is subdivided into 

terms of trade deterioration, interest rate shocks, and 

retardation of world trade growth. The teriD9 of trade 

deterioration takes into account both changes in export 

and changes in import prices. The terms of trade 

deterioration takes into account both changes in export 

and changes in import prices. The terms of trade 

deterioration as a percentage of actual GNP was 7.42 and 

5.95 per cent respectively. Terms of trade became less 

unfavourable in 1976 and 1977 and subsequently became a 

favourable shock. The effect of export price change was 

negligible because of low share of Tanzanian exports in 

world exports. 

Change in interest rates also had a favourable 

impact on current account position in this sub-period as 

is evident from the table. The effect, however, was 

small. 

As far as the retardation of world trade term is 

concerned the ratio of Tanzania's exports to actual GNP 

is expressed as a product of the ratio of country's exports 

to world exports, multiplied by the ratio of world exports 

to actual GNP. (All variables in constant prices, 1980,Dc~. 

Thus the variation in the ratio of Tanzania's exports to 

actual GNP can be written as the sum of two components, one 



related to changes in the ratio of Tanzania's exports to 

world exports and the other to changes in the ratio o:t world 

exports to Tanzania's actual GNP. It is the latter ~·bich is 

designated as the retardation of world trade growth effect 

1 n Table 1. (The former appears as export deep eniD!! among 

the domestic policy actions in the table). From the table 

it is evident that growth of world trade was a favourable 

factor tor Tanzania throughout the period (1974-78) as 

compared to the base period. 

The second group of factors consist of only one 

component - other external variables which comprise of 

burden of accumulated debt, changes in direct investment 

income, worker's remittance and unrequited transfers, which 

also were favourable for Tanzaaia's current account. Major 

component or this was high unrequited transfer that the 

country was r&Jeiving in this period. Tanzania is not a big 

debtor nation hence debt burden does not pose problem. The 

burden of accumulated debt measures the deterioration 

in the services account explained by an increase in the 

(end of past year) debt to actual GNP ratio. 'fhis effect 

is calculated on the assumption of an unchanged interest 

rates, as the effect of the latter are captured by the 



interest rate shocks in the first group of factors. The 

burden of accumulated debt was of small magnitude and 

was largely offset by increase in net unrequited transfer 

- the other component of •o ther external variables'. 

If other external variables are taken into account 

we see that in this sub-period Tanzania enjoyed favourable 

shocks. Tbe major unfavourable external shock was terms 

of trade deterioration which led to rise in import prices 

of Tanzania's major imports. But this trend also reversed 

and became favourable by 1978 accordinr to Table~!. 

The total domestic policy actions were unfavourable 

to the cu JTent account1 as compared to the 1973 base year. 

As far as domes t1 c spending is concerned, in this period,.. 

from TablE\.1·1 we can see that ·ranzania did not cut down on 

investment1 which is essential for long term development in 

an econo~ which is dependent on imports in directly 

productive sectors like agriculture and industry. 

Domestic consumption cut however took place in 1976· 

78 period. This could be because of cut in foodgrain 

imports (etfect of 1974 draught was re"Wrsed) and Sorn~ 

inessential consumption goods due to restrictive policies 

of the government mentioned in the previous chapter. 
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As far as trade ratios are concerned1export ratios 

(X(t)/W(t)) were unfavourable through out due to insufficient 

expansion of Tanzania's exports in the 70•s as compared to 

world export growth. This was also mentioned in the 

previous chapter. Tanzania's exports as a percentage of 

total world imports declined or remained the same in this 

period. (Chapter two). Since the share of manufactured 

export is very little in total exports the explanation for 

poor export performance must be sought in the performance 

of agriculture and primary products which form the bulk of 

exports. 

The import ratios however moved in a .t'avourEJ,ble way 

for the current account (Table~!). Tanzania was listed in 

some other studies (for example Dell and Lawrence, 1980) 

as a country where severe import controls were resorted to 

improve the em-rent account position. In t~rms of tablES·! 

the import ratio me-asures import replacement by a reduction 

of the import coefficient in the pronuction of domestic 

output. The sum of the effects of external shocks, accumulated 

debt burden, and domestic policy action is equal to the 

observed variation in the ratio of the current account 

deficit to actual GNP after allowance for interaction 

effects and adding up errors (TableJt.). 
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The 1978-84 Period 

The next sub-period analysed is 1978-84 with 1978 

as the base year. The results obtained from the decompo

sition exercise are tabula ted in Table 3 .2. The observed 

deficits declined in this period as compared to 1978 

base year for seYeral years, Tanzania experienced favourable 

external shocks mainly due to favourable terms of trade, 

as compared to the year 1978. World trade growth also 

formed a favourable factor for Tanzania's Balance of 

Payment in this period. The country ex perf enced unfavourable 

interest rate shocks but its magnitude was not very high. 

This was coupled with the unfavourable movements in the 

'other external variables•. The major component of this 

variable was trans fer payment which declined as co rnpared 
0 

to the 1978 base year. (Not reported separately here). 

The unfavourable impact of domes t io policy act ion 

was reduced in this period as compared to ttle previous 

sub-period. Unlike the. previous sub-period gross invest-

ment declined and consumption rose in this period. 

Tradability ratios showed reduction in unfavourable 

movement in export ratio in this period. Import ratios 

were adverse in 1980 and 1981 but declined and became 

favourable later on. It should be pointed out that the 



results reported above are different- both in magnitude 

and in the direction of movement of the explanatory factors 

- from tb e Hel lei ner study wh i cb employs this model. The 

results of th-e lr(elleiner study were rPported in chapter two. 

The results reported in their study was for changes between 

base year 1973 (1978) and final years 1975, 1978, (1981) 

for Tanzania. In the present study changes in deficit 

ratios and explanatory variables were calculated between 

each year in 1973-78 (1978-84) period and the 1973 (1978)bas,e. 

The external debt of Tanzania too increased in this period. 

This has already been discussed in detail in chapter II. 

The results of the decomposition conform to those trends. 

Other variables,which highlight some important 

trends 1 fall in the realm of domestic policy. As far as 

tb·e domestic spending actions are concerned. In the 1973-

78 period the domestic consumption declined but investment 

increased. The investment increase contributes to the 

worsening in current account but in an economy like 'fanzania 

which depends on the imports for developmen~ this trend 

is not undesirable from the viewpoint of long term develop

ment. 

The trends in consumption and investment _spendings, 

however, reversed in the 1978-84 period. This reveals the 



fact that the country resorted to investment cuts rather 

than consumption cuts for the improvement of the current 

account position. So called 'adjustment' according to 

Helleiner (1986, p.901), that restores external balance 

by abandoning ultimate objectives, is not so much adjust

ment as retrenchment. The compression of investment 

spending is harmful for th~ long term economic development 

of the country. 

Several authors claim that the country was unable 

to improve its export performance in the 1973-78 period. 

This is captured by the unfavourable export ratios in 

our decomposition model. However, in the 1978-84 period 

there was a reduction 1 n the magnitude of this' unfavourable 

trend. Import ratios moved in a favourable direction in 

the 1973-84 period reflecting the severe import controls 

that the econo~ was maintaining in this period. 

The above mentioned trends have been analysed in 

the Tanzanian context elsewhere and the decomposition 

exercise conforms to those observations. 

Few limitations of the above exercise however 

aan also be pointed out. The above factors were expressed 
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as a percentage of Real GNP ratios than potential GNP. 

Helleiner (1986, pp.885-86) points out thatirtan economy 

which depends on the import of certain essentials, oue to 

fot·eign exchange constraint investment and output may fall 

below the potential implicit in the existing stock of factors 

of production and other inputs. The ruethodolo~y employed 

in this study which uses actual and not the potential GNP

does not allow for the possibility of under utilization of 

capacity because of foreign exchange scarcity. The author 

however further points out that in the analysis of the 

impact of recent shocks and policy responses the distinction 

between actual and potential GNP is nnt crucial. 

The decomposition exercise only reveals movements in 

explanatory factors thought to have been 1 mpor tan t in 

determining the current account balance. The underlying trends 

are1 howevelj not reveal eo. For instance this framework shows 

that the export performarce deteriorated in •ranzania but no 

light is thrown on the factors responsible for it. 

A further attempt is nade/to identify the underlying 

factors and trends responsible for the current account position, 

Causal factors suggested by alternative hypotheses,both 

regarding the third world countries and the 'l'anzanian 

context form the basis for this. 
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The analysis in chapter tv.o and the decomposition 

exercise is descriptive ana ayyregati ve in nature. ·r.he 

pu.rpo se of the regression andlysis is to exdlnine ern~.rically 

the influences of externd~ anu aomestic ractors on the 

evolution OJ: the current account oet.ic.i.ts in ·ranzania. 

Ji'or the .l,)urpose of this exercise the Khan and 
fiRST 

Knight (1983) model wa.s..(used to test the relative importance 

of domestic and external factors. '£his simple model 

introduces five domestic. ana external factors indep:mdently 

as the principal explanatory variables and has the 

following general form. 

CA./X = f (TOT I D'ilC, ARI, RERI FP/''l I T) • 

where 

CA = current account balance (excluaing 
official transfers). 

X • nominal exports o i goods 

TOT =·Terms of 'l'raoe 

DYIC= Growth of real GNP in inaustrial countries. 

Rki = ~oreign redl interest rate. 

RER = ~eal eftective exchange rate ~dex. 

~"''i? = fiscal position (revenue minus expenditure). 

Y = Nominal G.o.p. 
'1' = Linear time trend. 

One ~uld expect an improvement in the terms of trade 

or an increase in the growth rates o t inou ~trial countries 
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to result in an improvement in the current account, while 

a rise in the foreign real interest. rate or an appreciation 

in the real efiecti ve exchan~e rate woula leo..d to worsen 

it. {'L'he export variable lX) is used. only to scale the 

current account balance to make it comparable across 

countries). The time trena variable is a::;sumea. to capture 

the effects of other tactor~, roth exte.l-n..il and aone stic, 

on the currenc account. l'he iol.i.owiny specil:ic l:orm of 

the equation was utilized. 

Basic data in Tanzania's case, were obtained from IMF, 

International F inan;:ial Stati sties (various issues}, 

and world Bank, world Tables 1988. The variables CA and 

X are in current u.~. dollars; I'OT is the ratio of the 

export price inciex to the i.uport price index, (1980 = 
lUO) ana was obtainea from the WOrlo Bank, worlo ·rables. 

RRI is six-monthly LIOO.K rate. 

rtEk is the index 

of the num:oer ot un~ts vf domestic currenct per unit of 

foreiyn currency multiplieo oy tne ratio ot a foreign 

price index (~I in the u.s.) to the domestic price 

index (CPI in Tanzania) • D~Ic is growth rate of real 
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GDP in indus trial country. FP/Y is the ratio of 

government revenues minus expenditures to nominal GDP. 
l-T I~ LJf\IEA~ "TJMET~NO. 

Cin the Kban and Knight study, tor each country 

the variables CA and X are in current u.s. dollars; 

TOT is the ratio of the unit value of export. 

to the unit val uP of imports, both 

expressed in terDB of the u.s. dollars, RRI is the 

three-month Eurodollar deposH rate adjusted for 

changes in the individual country's u.s. dollar export 

price index, HER is calculated using 1 977 import 

weil!hts and the relevant consumer price indices, and 

FP/Y is the ratio of government revenues minus expendi-

tures to nominal GDP. Data uas obtained from Inter

national Financial Statistics (various issues);! 

Equation of the followin~ form was tested 

for the purpose of this study: {'l'ahle 3.3) 
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Table 3.3 

TANZ~'JIA : RESULTS FOR CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE (1973-84) 

FP 

6.176 
{ 0"· ·~ 9) 

Log(RER) Log(TOT) 

251.882 
( 0. 5~) 

-173.371 
(- o·5y) 

DYIC RRI L'r 

-2.518 8.749 .35-.44 
ta·37) (o·4S3) 

SEE 

43.36 

Note: Dependent variable is curr~nt account to i ratio. T-values are 

D.W. 

2.22 

-2 presented in parenthesis below the coefficient, R is the adjusted 

coefficient of determination, and SEE is the standard error of 

estimated equation. 



The above equation (nearest in fo~ to the Khan and 

Kni~ht model) did not -yield significant results in 

Tanzania's case. so an attempt was made to test equations 

which were based on the alternative hypothesis specific to 

the Tanzanian economy. From the analysis in the previous 

chapter, which was based on existing liter,u:.ure, the 

following factors were chosen anu their significance in 

the evolution of current accoy.nt balance was tested. 

These range from extemal factors to domestic demand side 

and su~ply side factors. 

~m2.! Factoll 

T(lnzania is a preoominantly primary producing and 

exporting country. sa the terms of trade movements and 

growth ra-ce in industrial countries are expected tei 

have a strong positive relation ship with the current 

account balance (X-M). It ....as not a major debtor, so the 

movements in real interest rates are assumed to be of 

little significance to the current account balance. The 

country was a recipient of comcessional finance from 

unilateral and multilateral sources. And along with 

export eamings1it was a ma.,Jor dete.rminant o£ its import 

capacity. The changes in the ma9nitude o£ the concessional 

finance can therefore have a strong impact. on the current 

account. The weather related phenomenon like drouyhts 
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were also claimed to have exerted an adverse impact on 
' 

the current account balance. Other minor external shocks 

to the economy were the €AC breakdo~n iu 1979 and the 

Ugandan w;ir in 1978. The al:ove factors v.ere mentioned 

in chapter two. Here som~ are analysed separately in 

greate• detail. as they try to capture the causal factors 

discussed in the. existing u'terature. 

Terms of Trade 

The wlnerability of T.;;1nzan1a to fluctuations in 

the world. marke~ :prices can be seen in the struc~uz.e of 

its imports ana exports. Throughout the period under 

conside.-ation, a few non-fuel primary comrro<iities dominated 

the export structure o.f Tanzania. ( Tab.2.10-~. Manufactured 
2.15 

goo<is accounted for a very low share in its exports. 

Quite obviously, declines (rise) in primary commodity 

prices will undermine (improve) ~spects for generation 

of fc»rei~ exchange for a country like Tanzania. 

Tanzania imported a few primary comnodities in 

this period. Major import categories v.ere machinery 

and transport equipmen~ and other manufactured goods, and 

fuels. The fuel price shocks in l97J ana. 1979 and 

its indirect effect on other prices v.ere argued to have 

had an adverse impact on the cu.trent account balance. 
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'l'he movements in the export ana .import prices can be 

captured by the terms of tra<ie between non-tuel primary 

products and fuel. This ina ex captur·e s the pJ:·ice move

ments which were rel.evant for a primary goods exporter 

ana net fuel importer like Tanzan~a. 

Growth Rate in Industrial COuntri~ 

Due to the existing ex,1;0rt distributions, growth 

rate 1n inoustrial countries al~o exert an impact on the 

current account balance. world recession reduces the 

demanci anci prices of its export~. 'dy a.naloyous reasoning: 

a recove.~:y in t.he v.orlo economy will have the OP:JOsite 

impact. ·l'his kina of effect is im,k.Orta.nt also oecause of 

the market distribution of Tanzania's exiJOrts. MaJority 

of Tanzania • s exports go to che industrial countries, 

Together with terms of trade growth rate in 

industrial countries can be hypothesized to have exerted 

a strong impact on the current account balance of 

Tanzania. 



concessional Finane~ 

After exports, the major contribution to Tanzania's 

illliJD.rt capability is from concessional finance. Almost all 

the borrowing was carried out by the public sector and 

was related. to the development program11e The main sources 

of government borrowing have been multilateral institutions, 

especially the worla bank; OECD gove1.-nrnent and China and 

the bulk. of the borrowing has been 011 concessionary terms. 

As late as in 1982, the averaye terms of cornrnitnents 

were maturities of 31 years ana interest at 4% per annum. 

(CEM, 1984) • 

Net transfers have been strong since 1977 averaging 

• 130 million annually ana 9rants nave been around ~ 90 

million per annum. The burden was further eased when 

a number of donors cancelled all or part of the principal 

payments dUe in response to an agreement at UNCl'AD in 

Geneva on debt relief ·to the ~orest countries. The 

situation changed markedly after 1979. 'l'o off set the 

decline in aid flows -- discussed in chapter two --

irom official government sources, Tanzania for the first 

time incurred loans from suppliers credits and commercial 

banks. These loans had maturities of 7-10 years including 

one year • s grace and interest rate of 91o. ( CGM_, 1~84) 
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It aloo.began to accumulate arrears on its 

medium ana long texrn debt. The ex~ort earnings are 

insuf~ icient to sup!JOrt import requirements. The 

inadequacy of concessional finance in filling up this 

gap will imply that the economy will be compelled to 

place control on the imports. This,as we know from 

chapter one, is an undesirable method of improving the 

current account. The movements in this external 

variable will, therefore, exert a strong impacl;. on the 

current ac~~unt in the Tanzanian case. 

Of particular interest is the adequacy of loans 

and grants in providinr a cover to the imports. 'rhe 

ratio of loans and grants to imports will exert a 

favourable impact on the current account when loans and 

grants increase in rr .a ti on to the imports. A decline 

in this ratio will.be unfavourable for the current 

account position by analopous re.o';)oni.flg. 



Domes tic Factors 

Apart from external factors, domestic factors -

both from the supply side and demand side - are also 

said to have played a very important role in determining 

the cun-ent account balance. From the demand side, three 

variables have been picked up. 1fhey are Fiscal Position, 

Real Exchange Rates and Import Control Measures. 

Fi seal Position 

As we know from chapter one fiscal expansion can 

lea(j to current account worsening. In Tanzania since the 

Arusha Declaration ann especially since the onset of the 

secon(j five year plan in 1970 the role of the public sector 

bas been increasing. 

The period since 1976/77 saw a very high budget 

deficit due to government borrowing to finance the war 

with Uganda in 1978. Si nee then the fiscal situation has 

remained critical. The trends in the budget are partly 

a reflection of the underlying weakness in the economy 

but they also reflect a preference on the part of the 

government to use it as a policy instrument. In order to 

increase incentives to producers of export crops, government 

abolished taxes on exports. To maintain revenues the 

government resorted to increased sales tax rates on couuoodities 



such as beer, tobacco, soft drink.~ and su~ar. Also income 

taxes were kept high on the other hand, the government 

increased budgetary transfers to export crop parastats 

instead of adjusting_ the exchange rates. Hecurrent expendi

tures were moderated largely by restricting wage increases. 

The total recurrent expenditure, however, have continued to 

rise, due to inflation. Consequently, the government's 

efforts to restrain total expenditure have fallen heavily 

on the development budget f 

Real Exchange Rates 

For most of the 1970's the Tanzanian shilling retained 

a stable relationship with the u.s. dollar ranging between 

7.5 to 8.2 T sh/US $. In January 1979 the shilling was 

devalued by 10% al!ainst the SDR. Further devaluations took 

place in March 1982 and June 1983 of 10% and 20% respectively. 

Between 1970 and 1978 Tanzania's real effective exchange 

rate was relatively stable vis-a-vis its major trading 

partners, according to IMF staff estimates. Since 1979 

higher inflation in Tanzania bas caused the real effective 

exchange rate to appreciate by 70-SQ%.3 

2 Tanzania, Country Economic Memorandum, 1984. 

3 Reported in Country Economic Memorandum on 'ran zan ia .13&4 
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It has been pointed out that the government has tried 

to realign the internal incentives structure (for the 

producers) without significantly ch aug i ng the n on~~i;al exchange 

rates. (World Development Repott). Another line of 

thought suggests that since the country operated both import 

controls and selective indirect taxation as part of overall 

planning
1

devaluation was not necessary either to litnit 

imports or to reduce demand. 

Import Control Measures 

Over the past decade, adjustment to the disequilibrium 

in the balance of payment has largely taken the form of a 

severe cut back in import volumes. The volume of imports 

increased by 15% between 1970 and 1974, fell back by 17% 

between 1974 and 1977 and rose again briefly in the following 

year. However, since 1978 the volume of import has steadily 

declined. In 1982 the volume of imports was 32% below its 
4 

1978 level. Since the share of oil imports could not be 

further reduced and the share of capital goods imports was 

determined by aid flows·, the cut back on import fell heavily 

on imports of manufactured goods and chemicals. 'I'his 

4 As reported in CEM, 1984. 
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suggests that the share of manufactured goods in total 

imports can capture the impact of import control measures 

on the current account deficit. 

Supply Side Variables 

The country's rigid production structure and the 

low overall supply elasticity in agriculture is often 

said to reveal its supply side weakness. Weak production 

structure can adversely affect the Balance of Payments. 

Tanzania is a primary producing nation with a high share 

of agricultural sector both in total output and in exports. 

Domestic policy actions affecting agricultural output 

especially of export crops can have an impact on the Balance 

of Payment situation. 

Two such factors have been mentioned in chapter tlfo. 

They are relative price movements between non food crops 

and food crops, and the share of investment on agriculture? 

In a response to the 1974 crisis which necessitated large 

foodgrain imports, (Table 2·G). the government raised 

the producer price for the food crops. rrhis worsened the 

relative price between export crops and the food crops. 

Thefarmers moved out of export crops, into food crops. The 
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output of some exvort crops, notably cashews, cotton and 

pyrethrum 1 ell. Coffee production also stagna ted. '!'he 

effect of this variable can also exert some influence on 

the current account by affecting the production of export 

5 
crops. 

The government in response to the balance of payment 

crisis of 1974/75 raised the share of directly prqduc,tive 
i n t o t a 1 i nv est men t 

sectors-such as agriculture and industry~to improve the 

output. This can also affect the Balance of Payments 

po si ti vely by reducing dependence on imports and increase 

in the supply of the exportables. 

Lastly behaviour in some of the major exports can 

also affect the current account. Tanzania's ~xports are 

concentrated in few primary comrodities like coffee, cotton, 

sisal, tea and tobacco. The movements io price and volume 

indexes of the major crops can affect the current account. 

This impact can be captured by the behaviour of the share 

of major exports in total exports of the country. Coffee 

and cotton are two of Tanzania's major exports and we can 

test their significance for the ~volution of the current 

5 The increase in food crop price will lead to fall in 
food imports/and fall in export crop (if producers move 
into food crops) if the latter effeot is stronger it 
will lead to worsening of the current account. 
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account balance. 

Emperical Estimates of Factors Affecting 
Current Account Balance, 1973-84 

In this section a more systematic emperical examination 

is made of the respective influences of domestic and external 

factors discussed. Relevant published data are available 

for 1973-84~ A simple monel of the current account is 

formulated and estimated that introduces the external and 

domestic factors independently as the principal explanatory 

variables, of interest for the purpose of this study is 

the rolP, of external factors and domestic demand side and 

supply side factors in the evolution of the current account 

deficit. 

For this (1) equation with external variables -&-&ly 

(2 ) equation with domestic de I'Iftnd side variables Jt~ncj 
/ 

. domestic supply side variables and 1 astly ((3) equation 

with both external and domestic variables was tested. 

6 Data have been taken .... for the purpose of this exercise 
from : IMF, International Financial Statistics, 1988 
Y~arbook; World Bank, World Tables 1988; Country 
E~onomic Mew.orandum for Tanzania, the World Bank,l984. 
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External :factors such as terms ot trade, growth 

rate in industrial countries and availability of 

concessional :finance and rise in interest rates, together 

form the set of factors emerging from both goods and 

capital markets which could have exerted a significant 

impact on the current account balance (X-M) 

of Tanzania. Negative influences could have been 

exerted by rise in real interest rates but the impact 

is hypothesized to be minor. 

The following three variants of the current 

account equation consisting of external variables were 

tested: 

CAG = c + a1DYIC + a2 log (RRI) + a3log (lG1-1) • • • (1) 

CAG = c + a 1DYIC + al TO;r + a3 Log (LGM) ••• (2) 
2 

CAG = c + a4 TOT2 + a3 Log (LGM) ••• (3) 

Where 
7 . 

CAG = current account balance (excluding official 
transfers) to GDP ratio. 

7 The dependent variable in the Khan and Knight (1983) 
Model was CA./X, where exports were used only to scale 
the current account balance to make it comparable 
across countries. To avoid problems associated with 
excha ~e rate conversions, it was considered 
preferable not to use domestic income to scale the 
dependent variable. 
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RRI 

LGM 
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= Growth rate in industrial countries. 

= Ratio of non-fuel primary goods price to 
fuel price. 

(1980 = 100) 

= Forei~n interest rates (six monthly LIUOR 
rates}. 

(Basic data were obtai ned from IMF, T~terna tional 
5cfflilST!I-5 · vJo1J.L ) 

. Financial"- Yearoook and World Bank.t'ra~e\~s. 

Results obtained are tabulated in Table 3.4. 

All four variables have the expected signs ttl 'Tap)e. 3·~ 

Variations 1n the foreign interest rates appears to have 

added to the worsening of the current account but not 

significantly (Equation 1). The growth rate in industrial 

countries also has the postulated relationship with the 

current account but the most significant impact seems to 

have been those of the terms of trade (as defined here) 

and the concess ional finance (Lml). Both have the 

expected sign in equation (~) and are significant at the 

1 percent level. 

In equation {~) all the variables have the expected 

signs. A deterioration in the terms of trade (as defined 

here) does indeed result in a worsening of the ratio of 

the current account to exports, as does the decline in the 

growth rate in industrial countries in the 1970's. The 
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'l'a.ble 3 •!-L 

'l'ANZANlA ; RESULI'S FOR CUJ:<.REN'l' ACwUN'.i' BALANCES (197 3-84) 

Eq ua ti o_n ___ DY~I-c----.-Lo-g...,(,.._AA_,-:-l:,....-)......-----To·r
2
- --- Log (LGM) -;;:----=2--

------------------------------------------~~~·--- R SEE ______ .~:~·~W~·----

0.624 
(1.412) 

1.386 
(1.973) 

10.52 
(5.213) 

.83 .77 

1.165 
(2.658) 

-0.396 
(-0 .lB) 

7.875 
(4.296) 

.75 .66 2.5 2.18 

(3) 2-028 
( 3 .592) 

11.574 
(5 .85) 

----- ------------------------------

.79 .74 2.16 

Note ; Dependent variable is current account to ~DP ratio. T-values are 

presented in parenthesis below the coefficient, R-2 is the adjusted 

coefficient of determination, and SEE is the standard error of 

estimated equation. 

2.5 
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effect of the latter variable is perhaps not as strong 

as one might have expected; this probably reflects the 

fact that Tanzania was partially successful in offsetting 

the direct effects of the slow down in indus trial 

countries by curtailing imports. In addition since the 

indirect effect of a change in industrial-country growth 

performance on Tanzania is already captured in the 

estimate of a4 , t~e estimate of a 1 probably does not 

represent the total impact exerted by variations in 

industrial-country growth rate. Results of equation(3) 

show the significant impact of two most important 

variables in the Tanzanian case. Together gro"th rate 

in the industrial countries, terns of trade (as defined 

here) and the rat1 o of concessi onal finance to imports 

are the three most important external factors affecting 

the current account. 

As far as the domestic factors are concerned, it 

is hypothesized that the Fiscal position and real exchange 

rate (an increase means depreciation of the domestic 

currency by our definition) will exert a positive impact 

on the current account deficit. Share of manufacturing 

goods in total import variable however will exert a 

negative impact on the current account p'os i tion. 

The variables affecting domestic supply- non-food 

crop price to food crop price ratio, and investment share 
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alloted to agricultural sector are hypothesized to have 

bad a positive impact on the current account position due 

to a positive impact on the production of exportables. 

Improvement in the shares of coffee and cotton in total 

exports is also hypothesized to have improved the current 

account position. 

The results for the regression analysis for 

domestic demand and supply side variables are tabulated 

in the Table 3.5. 

The results reported are of the equations tested 

which bad the following functional forms -

•.. <•) 

where 

MIT: Share of manufacture in total import. 

NF = Non-food crop price to food crop price ratio. 

AT = Share of agricultural sector in total public 
investment. 

RER = Real Exchange rate. 

CCIT= Share of coffee and cotton in total exports. 

In equation ({') all the variables have the expected 

signs and the share of coffee and cotton in tot:al exports 
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I AN LIH.!l A : 

---- ----- R~ Equation MIT cc.r T AT NF lo,9RER FP -2 §!E ----·----.--- R 

\4) -.341 .318 .26 17.83 .63 .42 3.25 
(-1. 88) L-<·Sf) ( 2. 23) (1. 79) 

{5) -.188 .381 • .78 .144 .75 .59 2.75 
(-1.56) (3.06) (2.49) ( 2. 2l) 

'-

(t) -.187 2.705 .254 .164 .321 .866 .779 2.91 
(- l. 4 9 3) ( 2 • 50 l) (2.lJ) (2.37) (. 928) 

\ 

Note : Dependent variable is the ratio of the current account to .. 

~~~z-i".:, ~ T-value s are ,t?resen~ed in parem:.hesl.s, below the coefficient, 

a2 is the adjusted coefficient of determination ana SEE is the standard 

error of the estimated equation. D.w. is the rurbin-watson statistic. 

D.!!!._ 

2.53 

2.855 



appear to have a significant impact on the current account 

(T-value is significant at 5% level). The share of 

agriculture iD total investment also exerts a significant 

impact on the current account (at 5% level). 'fhe remaining 

two variables non-food price to food price ratio and share 

of manufacture in total import are also significant at 10% 

and 2~ level respectively. 

Equation (~) too captures the impact of both demand 

and supply side. This time the effect of Real Exchange 

Rates was estimated. It is significant at 20% level. 

The other three variables are significant at 1~ level. 

In 1 ts most general form the equation with domestic 

variables is expressed in equation (6). 

HEre the supply side vari abies non-food price crop to 

food crop price ratio and share of coffee and cotton in 

total exports yield results which are significant at 5 

per cent level. Share of agriculture sector in tntal 

investment yields results which is sig-nificant at 1~ 

level. The T-values tor the fiscal position variable 

are not significant. This is contrary to the results 

hypothesized. 

As is evident from the results the behaviour of 

the value of coffee and cotton exports was very important 
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for the evolution of the current account balance. The 

movement in the value ot coffee and cotton exports is 

the outcome both of volume and price changes. (Hence it 

reflects the effect of demand side too, via price changes)· 

The significetnce· of price movement of non-fuel 

priqary products (coffee being one of them) has also been 

captured in the teriiL9 of trade. The volua&e of coffee and 

cotton fell in this period.[ChA~'te~twoJ 

The volume of the major export crops declined in 

this period as was discussed in chapter two. Poor weather 

and inadequate incentive structure were held responsible 

for this. Insti t.utional factors like villagisation could 

also have played an important role in the poor performance 

of the DBjor exports,especially cotton. 

Poor incentive structure for the agricultural sector 

was taken into account by the non-food price to food price 

ratio and share of investment goi~ into agriculture. This 

yielded significant results thus supporting hypotheses 

which stress the importance of inadequate incentive 

structure in the agricultural sector. 

Out of the demann side variables the share of 

manufacture in total imports variables was important for 

the evolution of the current account balance. 
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However, the results have to be interpreted with care. 

Manufactured imports consists of both consumer 

goods and capital goods. If import control fall only on 

the consumer goods sector (especially inessential consumer 

goods) then long term development is not hampered. However, 

it is likely that this variable is also capturing the 

import controls which fell on oapi tal g:oods 1 and were not 

desirable from the viewpoint of long term growth. 

Real e~change rates exerted some influence but 

this was not very significant. It has been pointed out 

that real exchange rates appreciated in Tanzania and had 

an adverse impact on the current account balance,but this 

impact was not found to be very significanther-e. 

In association with other domestic variables 

Fiscal position has not yielded significant results, but 

this is contrary to what we expected. But it has the 

expected relationship with current account. 

Finally equations with both external variables and 

domestic variables were tested, the results reported are 

of equations consisting of both external and domestic demand 

and supply side variables. 
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TANZANLl\ : RESUIJrS FOR CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE (1973-84) 

Equation 

7 

8 

9 

O·~b 
\.?·4 0) 

.41 
(1.42) 

10 .589 
{1.937) 

11.515 1·4 2.. 
(1•Z.O) ( <·14 ) 

10.63 1.544 
(5. 46) (2.812) 

8.50 2.285 
(3.95) { 4 .19) 

9.687 
(4.654) 

,a:~3j> 

.87 

0.068 .89 
{ .83) 

.192 -.145 .88 
{2.362) (1.25) 

-' 

• 692.. ~ ·S'~J .84 
(I· 6o7J (. &3 7) 

~·O!J~ 
0.11 .84 

v·?tt~J {1.62) 

----------------- ------------------

.83 

.82 

.81 

.75 

.75 

Note : Dependent variable is current account to GOP ratio. T-values are presented 
\ 

in parenthesis below the coef dcient, .a-2 
is the_ adjusted coefficient of 

determination, and SEE is the standard error of estimated equation. 

1.75 7.83 

1.78 2.85 

1.83 2.89 

2.1-i 2.66 

2.13 3.01 



• • • (7) 

CAG = c + a10FP + a6CCIT + a3 Log (LGM) + a4TOT2 • • • (8) 

CAG = c + a6CCIT + a5MIT + a4 TOT2 + a3Log (LGM) ••• (9) 

CAG = c + 8t DYIC + &.aLog (LGM) + a10FP + a9Log(RER) •• (10) 

CAG = c + a10FP + a9 Log (RER) + a3Log(LGM) + a8NF ••• (11) 

All variables entering equation (7-11) have the 

expected signs (Table 3.6). 'l'he above equations reveal 

the importance of both external and domestic variables. 

When domestic and external factors are taken into account 

separately too (equation (J,) and (6) ), it is difficult to 

choose between the two equations purely on statistical 

grounds. This implies the significance of both domestic 

and external variables. 

But when external·variables are also taken into 

account, the explanatory power of the equation certainly 

increases. Tbe fit of equations (7) - (11) appears to 

be better than the fit of equations (1) - (3) and (4) -

(6}. It thus appears that domestic variables alone and 

external variables alone cannot explain •atisfactorily 

the current account position in Tanzania. Both set of 

variables were important in determining the current 

account balance. 
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It thus supports the Khan and Knight model, which 

also :finds both set of variables as important in detP.rmining 

the current account balance o:f non-oil developing countries 

in the 1973-81 period, 

But the findings of the present study differ from 

the Khan and Knight model in a significant way. In 

their study only domestic demand side variables were 

included and they explained the current account 1 n terms 

of the domestic demand side and external variables. 

In Tanzania apparently only external and demand 

side variables were not important in determining the 

current account balaace. This is evident from the results 

of the equation which is nearest in form to the Khan and 

Kaigb t model and also from equation (10). 

In Tanzania apparently the :factors affecting 

domestic supply also exerted a significant pressure 

alongwith demand side factors as is evident trom equation 

(8) and (9), The significance of a6 is reduced probably 

because the effect of price changes have also been 

captured byclytn equation (8). 

Thus it can be concluded on the basis of the 

present s 1udy that in Tan.zania both external and do.oostic 
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variables played an important role in the evolution of 

tbe current account. Domestic factors however also 

included the factors atfectin~ the supply side along with 

factors generatin~ demand pressures. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the 1973-84 periorl the NODC's experienced a 

worsen1Qg of the Balance of Payments. Broadly both 

domestic and external factors were attributed a signi

ficant role in this process. In Chapter One a general 

framework was formed which serves as the basis for 

organizing the trends of the Balance of Payments, 

analysis of the causes and its implication for the 

policies to be 1mplemented1 for Tanzania. During the 

1961-68 period the country did not appear to have 

suffered from a major BOP problem. In the 1968-73 

periorl, however, disturbing trends emerged. The crisis 

was overcome by 1973. 

In 1974-75, Tanzania faced a marked deterioration 

in its external position, said to have been caused in 

part by higher oil prices, but more seriously by 

drought-induced food imports (at peak international 

prices) anrl a drastic fall in export volumes. 'rhe 

government responded by increasing agricultural prices 

(particularly for food crops), restricting credit, 

increasing taxes, and controlling imports more strictly 

and increasing the minimum wage. The shilling was 

devalued in 1975. Public investment was curtailed in 

1975-76. 
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The programme was carried out in a spirit of 

austerity. Increased aid (on concessional terms) some 

use of reserves, and borrowing from the IMF helped_ 

cover the external shortfall in 1974 and 1975. In 

1976 and 1977 the current account deficit was reduced 

largely as a result of improved export prices, parti

cularly for ooffee. 

But by 1978, difficulties resumen. Export 

prices and volumes fell, .war broke out with Uganda, 

the effects of the break up of the fast African 

community made themselves felt, and adverse weather 

affected :toed output. Balance of Payments situation 

worsened in the 1978-84 period and was characterized 

by poor export performance, and curb on fmports. Aid 

which was bountiful earlier declined in this period and 

the country bad a bitter relationship with the IMF too 

which led to break[}own of negotiations several times. 

Structural Adjustment plans were carried out in this 

period aiming at the improvement of the productive 

and monetized sectors. 

P~ice situation also worsened after 1974/75. It 

was however not discussed in detail in the present study. 
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Here analysis of Balance of Payment trends was the 

overriding objective. 

Jhvs Chapter two provided with trends in indicators 

to the Balance of Payments problem and also provided 

some idea about the kinds of external and domestic 

constraints the econo~ was facing in this period. 

Detailed source analysis was carried out only in 

chapter three. For this purpose first an attempt was 

made to decompose the current account deficit into its 

principal explanatory variables. This showed the 

movement in external and domestic variables as compared 

to a base period. 

As far as the external variables are concerned, 

Tanzania experienced unfavourable terms of trade shock 

in this period. Interest rates, growth rate in world 

trade and the other external variables -- which capture 

the effects of burden of accumulated debt and transfers 

were a favourable factor in this period. On the basis 

of these results it can be concluded that the trade 

sector suffered because of the unfavourable terms of 

trade (which became favourable in the later period) and 

that the country received external transfers (it is a 
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component of the favourable movements in •other external 

variables•). The country was not a major debtor and 

interest payments were in fact a favourable shock in this 

period revealing the softening of terms of external 

finance. 

Domestic policy action variables reveal a deter-

!oration in 1he export performance in each year as 

compared to the 1973 base year. Import restriction and 

consumption restrictions were also important policy 

actionsin this period. 

In the second period, terms of trade became 

favourable as compared to the 1978 base, in each year 

except 1979. The worrisome trend in this period,however, 

was the unfavourable trend in •other external variables• , 
the ex tarnal transfers fell and in this period.,JTanzania 

started accumulating. debt also. 

As far as domestic variables are concerned the 

e:xpprt ratios were less unfavourable in this period, 

import controls were mintained 1 and there was decline in 

investment. The econo~ thus faced external finance 

decline in this period and adjusted by cu t 1 n i nv est-

ments and import controls. It was aided by favourable 

factors such as terms of trade improvement and growth 
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in world trade. Thus the improvement in the deficit 

ratio is explained by the above mentioned movements in 

the explanatory variables. 

The model decomposes the current account deficit 

into its principal explanatory variables for each year 

from 1973-84. But it is unable to discern the underlying 

factors which could have affected the Balance of Payments 

trends. 

The relative importance of various underlying 

factors was tested with the help of the Khan and Knight 

model {1983) which had found both external and domestic 

variables as important explanatory variables in the 

evolution of the current account. 

A model on similar lines (as near to the Khan 

and Knight model as possible) was constructed for the 

Tanzanian economy. This exercise proved inconclusive 

and therefore an attempt was made to construct equations 

which abstracted from hypotheses available in the 

literature. The results show the importance of external 

variables affecting domes tic demand1 1 ike fiscal expansion, 

and variables affecting domestic supply. 

The policy implications which emerge out of this 

analysis can be tentatively put forward now. 'rhe current 
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account balance appears to have been influenced 

significantly by external variables. Principal among 

them was the availability of commercial finance, (in 

relation to the economy's import requirement). This 

suggests that the country is strongly dependent on 

concessional financial flows for the viability of the 

current account. The terms of trade (as defined here) 

and growth rate in industrial countries also appear to 

have had a significant impact on the current account. 

Domestic demand side variable like the fiscal 

position has also influenced the Balance of Payment 

adversely. From Chapter. two we know that this deft cit 

cannot be justified as developmental expenditure fell 

in this period and recurrent expenditure·rose. 

The expansionary fiscal policy was thus leading 

to balance of. payments problems and hence a curb on 

non-developmental expenditure l~ essential in amelio-

rating the balance of payments. 

The study also points out the significance of 

factors affecting the supply side of the economy. The 

policy priority should then be to promote agriculture 

and agricultural exports4u(tthe potentially important 

role of the agricultural sector in effecting adjustment 
C. HE.C.k:ltv(r 

and,.the drain on current surpluses. The inefficiencies 



associated with current policies inflicted troubies in 

a period when external shocks were very significant. A 

strong case can be made for the increase in external 

assistance, both from bilateral and multilateral doners. 

The IMF's stress on demand side policies as evident 

from chapter two can hardly help Tanzania in ameliorati~ 

the Balance of Payment difficulties. 

External assistance and domestic policy reforms 

can and will be mutually reinforcing in Tanzania's case. 

The urgent need for policy reform must be tempered by a 

recognition of what domestic policies alone can achieve 

in Tanzania in the short run. Role of external assistance 

in fostering adjustment without excessive cuts in growth 

cannot be underestimated. 
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